Division of Public Works
Administration

Board of Public Works Meeting of July 28, 2022
Agenda
A meeting of the Board of Public Works is scheduled for Thursday, July 28, 2022 at 4:00 p.m.
in the Auditorium at City Hall, 229 Main Street, Nashua, NH 03060.
To listen to the meeting call (929) 436-2866 - Meeting ID: 828 3895 2452 Passcode: 002493.
To join the Zoom Meeting by video:
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/82838952452?pwd=RFpFV1ZYVXNjcmRyWTFrdERVN1Vydz09
If you experience difficulty connecting to the meeting, please call (603) 821-2049.
I.

Roll Call

II.

Motion: To approve the agenda as presented.

III.

Motion: To approve the minutes of the Board of Public Works Meeting of June 16,
2022.

IV.

Public Comment

V.

Engineering Department
A. Discussion: Changes to traffic patterns in the vicinity of the Franklin Street School
B. Motion: To approve the Sewer Service Permits and Fees as submitted.
C. Motion: To approve Pole License Petitions #21-1621, #21-1622
D. Motion: To approve the construction contract for Siphon Rehabilitation with
Insituform Technologies LLC of Chesterfield, MO in an amount of $1,173,000.
Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Bond; Activity: Sewer
Infrastructure Improvements.
E. Motion: To approve Change Order No. 1 to the 2022 Sewer Replacement Project
with SUR Construction West, Inc. of Winchester, NH for an amount not-to-- exceed
$500,000. Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Bond;
Activity: Sewer Infrastructure Improvements.
F. Motion: To approve Change Order No. 2 for the Canal St Bridge Construction
Repairs contract in an amount of $34,000. Funding will be through Departments: 160
Admin/Engineering & 161 Street; Funds: Capital & Grant; Activities: Infrastructure
Improvements & Highway Block Grant.
G. Motion: To approve the construction contract for the 2022 Sidewalk Curb Ramps
Replacement Project with William P. Davis Excavation, LLC of Hampton, NH in an
amount of $380.220. Funding will be through Department: 160 Admin/Engineering;
Fund: Bond; Activity: Paving.
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H. Informational: Street Opening Permits issued for Streets in Moratorium
VI.

Street Department
A. Motion: To approve the purchase of asphalt and aggregates from Brox Industries of
Hudson, NH and Continental Paving of Londonderry, NH in the amount of
$144,500. Funding will be through Department: 161 Streets; Fund: General;
Account Classification: 61 Supplies and Materials.

VII.

Wastewater Department
A. Motion: To approve the User Warrants as presented.
B. Motion: To approve change order 1 to the contract with John W. Egan Company
for the Primary and Secondary Digester Coating project in the amount not to exceed
$61,400. Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater;
Activity: Digester/Gas Tank Coating.
C. Motion: To approve the purchase of the Gorbel Road Ranger Fall Protection Unit
from Mass Crane and Hoist Services, Inc. of Tyngsboro, MA in the amount not to
exceed $46,202. Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund:
Wastewater; Activity: Davit ARM Replacement.

VIII. Parks Department
A. Motion: To approve the purchase of a 2022 light structure system including LED
lights for Labine Park from Musco Sports Lighting of Oskaloosa, IA in the amount
of $265,721 pursuant to the Sourcewell Contract #07619-MSL. Funding will be
through Department: 177 Parks & Recreation; Fund: Trust; Account Category: 71
Equipment.
B. Motion: To approve the purchase of a new playground structure and playground
equipment for St. Andrews Park from Miracle Recreation Equipment Company of
Monet, MO for a total cost of $108,582.47 pursuant to the Sourcewell Contract
#010521-LTS. Funding will be through Department: 177 Parks & Recreation; Fund:
Capital; Activity: Citywide Playground.
IX.

Administration Department
A. Informational
a. Budget Transfers – June 2022
b. Director’s Report

X.

Commissioner’s Comments

XI.

Personnel
A. Motion (tabled from 6/16/22 BPW Meeting): To accept the resignation of Mr.
Thomas C. Lacroix of Merrimack, NH, Staff Engineer, in the Engineering
Department, effective June 3, 2022.
B. Motion (tabled from 6/16/22 BPW Meeting): To accept the resignation of Mr.
John Lucinskas of Windham, NH, Electrical Diagnostics Technician at the
Wastewater Treatment Facility, effective May 25, 2022.
C. Motion: To accept the retirement of Kathleen Carragan, Contracts Administrator,
effective July 18, 2022.
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D. Motion: To accept the retirement of John Stewart, Fleet Manager, effective July 18,
2022.
E. Motion: To accept the resignation of Dustin Borgeson, Mechanic I, effective July
21, 2022.
F. Motion (tabled from 6/16/22 BPW Meeting): To approve and unseal the nonpublic
minutes for Personnel from the Board of Public Works Meeting of May 25, 2022.
G. Motion: To approve and unseal the nonpublic minutes for Personnel from the
Board of Public Works Meeting of April 28, 2022.
H. Motion: To approve and unseal the nonpublic minutes for Personnel from the
Board of Public Works Meeting of June 16, 2022.
I. Non-Public Session - Pursuant to RSA 91-A:3, II(b) The hiring of any person as a
public employee
XII.

Possible Non-Public Session
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
MEETING OF JUNE 16, 2022
MEETING MINUTES
A meeting of the Board of Public Works was held on Thursday, June 16, 2022, at 4:00 p.m., in
the Alderman Chamber at City Hall, 229 Main Street, Nashua, NH 03060.
Chairman Donchess declared the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m.
I.

ROLL CALL

Mayor Donchess
Alright we're going to call the Board of Public Works meeting to order on June 16th, 2022.
Would, Ms. Fauteux would you call a roll please?
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
Yes, absolutely.
Mayor Donchess
Here.
Commissioner Moriarty
Here.
Commissioner Shea
Here.
Commissioner Schoneman
Here.
Commissioner Lemen
Here.
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Also Present:
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Dan Hudson, P.E., City Engineer
David Boucher, Superintendent Wastewater
Jeffrey Lafleur, Superintendent, Solid Waste
Bryan Conant, Superintendent, Parks and Recreation
Mayor Donchess
Great, thank you. So, we have a, and we have Alderman O'Brien our liaison. I don't see any other
members of the Board of Aldermen here.
II. MOTION: TO APPROVE THE AGENDA AS PRESENTED
First motion of course is to approve the agenda. Commissioner Moriarty.
Motion by Commissioner Moriarty:
MOTION CARRIED:

To approve the agenda as presented.

Unanimously.

III. MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC
WORKS MEETING OF MAY 25, 2022
Mayor Donchess
Next, we have the approval of the minutes. Commissioner Shea.
Motion by Commissioner Shea:
Meeting of May 25, 2022.

To Approve the Minutes of the Board of Public Works

MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

IV. PUBLIC COMMENT
Mayor Donchess
And next have public comment. Is there any member of the public who wishes to address the
Board of Public Works? Please come up to the microphone up here, where the podium is.
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
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Right now?
Mayor Donchess
Yeah, right now. And give your name and address and you have three minutes. Each person.
Thomas O’Brien, City of Nashua Resident
Hello, my name is Thomas O'Brien. We live at 6 Midhurst Road, and I'd like to ask for
accommodations. Because of a medical procedure there's no way I can get through this note.
Mayor Donchess
Pardon?
Thomas O’Brien, City of Nashua Resident
Could she read my note? I can't Mayor Donchess
Yeah, you want to read his statement?
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
Yes. Because he’s having trouble with his voice.
Mayor Donchess
Yeah, yeah. Fine, fine.
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
Let me know when I can Mayor Donchess
Right now. Right now. Just go ahead okay. I suppose technically we would need - we need your
name and address as well.
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
I'll also be making the statement as well
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Mayor Donchess
Alright.
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
Denise Muccioli. 6 Midhurst Road. This is Thomas' statement. “I abut Roby Park. Like most
abutters I was shocked and disgusted to learn about the 18-hole disc golf course. I oppose this
project for so many reasons, but we'll talk about parking and trash. The abutters have a valid
concern which is available parking that currently can only support what Roby Park was meant to
be: a small neighborhood park and playground. We already have a wide variety of free outdoor
activities at Roby. In addition, we already have nine holes of disc golf that are essentially
abandoned but could easily be expanded and revived. No need to destroy forest trails, habitats,
and wetlands.” He said at Greeley Park. Sorry.
“Last summer Alderman Skip Cleaver, Mayor Donchess, and the police department were made
aware of safety hazards related to overflow parking. Nothing was done to alleviate the hazards.
People entering and exiting the school, church, and condo complexes along Spit Brook Road
from Roby Park to just shy of the Spit Brook Road Fire Station during weekend events at Roby
can't see oncoming cars and oncoming cars can't see them when event goers park on both sides
of the very busy Spit Brook Road. Tickets were given out this weekend. You literally have to
inch out inch by inch and pray someone doesn't T-bone you. This photo represents an example.
There are no lights at the entrance of any of the condos, the church, or the school. There have
been many accidents at the Oak Hill intersection and with the speed of the cars averaging 45 to
50 miles per hour” I'm sorry his words were 45 miles per hour “posted 25 there could be a
fatality. How is a fire engine going to get Sky Meadow for a house fire if cars are parked on both
sides of the street and cars are in both travel lanes? There is no place for people to go to make
room for the emergency vehicles. By adding a full schedule now of professional frisbee
tournaments or disc golf tournament” sorry, his word was frisbee tournaments “on top of all the
other activities that Roby, I'm anxious to obtain a written plan” he's anxious to obtain a written
plan “the city will address overflow parking. Once a fatality happens it will be too late.
Those golf tournaments can have 100 to 600 or more players not including spectators or support
staff. This 18-hole course designed by a professional isn't suitable for a small neighborhood park.
Parking at Roby is a problem that the city needs to address now.” He suggests the following
measures and have event organizations foot the bill.
•
•
•

put a traffic light at Oak Hill and Spit Brook
no parking allowed on Spit Brook as it puts pedestrians crossing and bicyclists at
unnecessary risk of severe injury or death
police traffic detail at large events paid for by the event

Mayor Donchess
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So, you have 30 seconds left.
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
•
•
•

no parking signs erected on both sides of Spit Brook Road
move the golf disc to another location that will allow for sufficient parking
he's asking all of you to approve his request for the Mayor to call a special meeting and to
appoint a Roby Park advisory committee to address this project in full

Did you show the picture?
Thomas O’Brien, City of Nashua Resident
Yes
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
That's your statement.
Mayor Donchess
Alright thank you very much.
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
Thank you.
Mayor Donchess
And now do you have your own?
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
I do.
Mayor Donchess
Okay. Now just for clarity just give your name and address before you start.
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
Sure. Okay. Let me just catch my breath because I had to read that fast. Denise Muccioli, 6
Midhurst Road. Longtime resident of Nashua. Been using Roby Park trails since 1993.
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I take objection at many many things surrounding this project. One being we have a professional
disc golf player come into our city and tell us that Roby Park is basically useless. That's not true
at all. Roby Park isn't useless. It's used by dog walkers, the school across the street brings its
classes, it's used by people wanting to get into nature, relax by the book, and so forth. I'm very
concerned about the way this whole thing went through.
I don't see any, the State of New Hampshire did not have any permit application for wetlands, to
interfere with wetlands and disrupt wetlands. Nobody filed anything with the State of New
Hampshire because I checked. I filed my own complaint on April 29th, okay? As far as I know
they're still investigating this. What I saw was downed trees and all of the mud that's
accompanying when you cut a tree and you're trying to pull out the stump that was all across the
brook and you can see where that was because there's fresh foliage here and then you can see the
mud that has interfered with the critical wetlands. The Nashua Conservation Committee said that
they had concern with the cutting of trees at Roby. I think it was Mr. Sullivan said he was
contacted by Commissioner Crook - I hope that's his name - about these critical wetlands.
So, you know, you do a project like that you have to apply for a permit. I don't know if you didn't
apply for a permit because you forgot to? You didn't think you needed it? Or it was a strategic
move. Because rest assured if I had seen a site variance posted on that property there would be
mounting opposition immediately. Immediately. This course is not safe to have on trails with
elderly people that can't hear, there's dogs walking, classes walking, a disc can fly anywhere
from 40 miles an hour to 80 miles an hour up to 400 feet. I don't think a 10-year-old kid is going
to do that, but when you're having professionals using the course and professional level people,
you're going to have an issue. Use at your own risk - it's not going to work. You will be sued.
Mayor Donchess
Alright so there's the 30 seconds.
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
You will be sued. You're cutting down more than 125 trees that I can see so far. You're
interfering with a diverse wildlife habitat. I think you guys had, I think when this was presented
to you, you had the wool pulled over your eyes, I really do. I'd like to, I've gotten, we've gotten
no communication from anybody other than 3 or 4 Aldermen have given us comments. You
can't, I mean we're constituents. Don't we have a right to know what's going on? Time?
Mayor Donchess
Yes.
Denise Muccioli, City of Nashua Resident
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Thank you.
Mayor Donchess
Thank you very much. Alright. Any other members of the public wish to address the board?
V. BOA REFERRAL
A. R-22-038 - Authorizing the Mayor and City Treasurer to Issue Bonds not to
Exceed the Amount of Two Million and Four Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($2,450,000) for Walnut Street Oval Intersection Project and West Pearl Street
Streetscaping
Mayor Donchess
Alright we'll go on to item roman numeral 5, Board of Aldermen referral. Commissioner
Schoneman.
Motion by Commissioner Schoneman:
To recommend a positive referral authorizing the
Mayor and City Treasurer to issue bonds not to exceed the amount of $2,450,000 for Walnut
Street Oval Intersection Project and West Pearl Street Streetscaping.
Mayor Donchess
Alright, thank you. So, the motion is to make a positive recommendation on this. We have Mr.
Cummings and also Mr. Hudson who can address it.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Thank you, Mr. Mayor. For the record Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development, and
I'm here before you this evening to ask for your favorable recommendation back to the Board of
Aldermen on r22038. It is a bond authorization piece of legislation and as noted it would
authorize two projects. One project being the squaring off of the Walnut Street Oval and then
coupled with that it would be the streetscaping of West Pearl Street.
The reason why we're asking for this money is the squaring off of the Walnut Street Oval Project
has been a project a long time coming. It has been in the state plan for many years, and it is has
started to rise to the top. But in addition to that we got a federal commitment for the project
recently and with that happening it made sense to pair the two projects together with the West
Pearl Street Streetscaping, which is a separate initiative that is a hundred percent designed, but
the construction funding is necessary to proceed and so with the state's 2 million dollars it
seemed advantageous to move forward now with the with the two projects. With that being said
the Walnut Street squaring off of the oval initiative is just starting. That project still needs to be
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designed. That will take a year or so to happen and then we would expect construction to happen
in the following in the following year.
As I noted, the West Pearl Street Streetscaping actually has been designed. There's a dedicated
webpage to this project on the city's website. We've had community outreach meetings, we did a
site tour, and in fact the Infrastructure Committee, that's the entity that has jurisdiction over this,
approved the preliminary design back in, I want to say mid to late winter of this year, January /
February timeframe. And so, we're now at a point of needing to proceed to construction. So, the
projects have been in the capital improvement plan and have been favorably recommended and
does not affect the capital debt service plan because these projects were planned on and can be
accommodated. I'll leave my comments there. Thank you, Mr. Mayor.
Mayor Donchess
Questions or comments from the commissioners? Commissioner Schoneman.
Commissioner Schoneman
It would be nice to see the design given to us in our packet, so we know what we're voting on,
what we're approving. Also, the breakdown of the funding package. We don't know what we're
shelling out almost two million dollars for. You know there's nothing here. What is streetscaping
exactly?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
So, it's in your - So if I may Mr. Mayor?
Mayor Donchess
Yes.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
So, the legislation's broken down the two projects for a total of 2.45 million, the Walnut
Streetscaping would be $555,000 and the West Pearl Street Streetscaping would be, you know,
just under 1.9 million. And that would be coupled with 2 million that would be coming from the
state to do the both projects in its entirety. As I noted there's a webpage dedicated to this project,
to the West Pearl Street Streetscaping Project, which has the design. If you were to go there, you
could see the design that has been approved by the Infrastructure Committee. That webpage has
been on the city's website since January or so. I didn't bring it with me, I mean you could pull it
up here if you'd like. But I didn't have it. This was the legislation that was filed with the Board of
Aldermen.
Commissioner Schoneman
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Okay so we're going to approve this based on not knowing what the design is, not being given
any information about how the 2 million dollars is going to be Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
You're not approving anything. You're just making a recommendation to the Board of Aldermen.
Commissioner Schoneman
Okay, but if we want to make a positive recommendation it should be with a conscience that
says, “Okay, yeah, this is a good plan” but we don't have a plan. We weren't given anything.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Okay.
Commissioner Schoneman
But apparently that's not relevant, so.
Mayor Donchess
Alderman O'Brien.
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
Yes. You know, I kind of agree in essence with what Commissioner Schoneman is saying. And I
find that perhaps maybe it was an oversight, I do not know. But this has been vetted by the
Committee of Infrastructure at length. And the Committee of Infrastructure kind of gives it
unofficial approval. But to go through the steps to the next phase I think we need the
recommendation of this particular board. And looking at the downtown and everything. Yes,
there's certain people out there that say we pay too much attention to the downtown, but this isn't
the case. The whole downtown at large is a piece of a puzzle and we put these little pieces
together and this particular project is part of the pieces to enhance. And it goes along with the
performing arts center and will make, you know, the downtown area much better futuristically.
So therefore, it would be my, as Chairman of Infrastructure and also as your liaison, if you were
to give a formal approval to this it'd be my pleasure to reintroduce it to the Board of Aldermen
and to, you know, have them approve it for final passage. But like I said, it did go before the
Committee of Infrastructure, and it was extremely well received.
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
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Would it be possible to perhaps pull up the plan on the website Director Cummings and show the
Board of Public Works?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Could I sit where you are for 10 seconds?
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
You absolutely can.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
So here on your website is the West Pearl Street Streetscaping Project. Here's, you know, just a
general condition. Let me bring this down a little bit so people can see it. So, you can kind of see
the general condition of West Pearl Street so you can get an understanding of what's out there.
There was a presentation done in October of 2021. There was site walks done and then the
presentation I referenced that was approved by the Infrastructure Committee was on January 26th
of 2022.
And as you can see the design here, as laid out. So, the mission is to enhance the value of the
city's creative and economic life by engaging artistic, educational, commercial neighbors through
excellent design practices and programs. The vision to create a distance of dynamic, and safe
urban destination for locals, tourists, patrons, and businesses alike. The values that drove this
was collaboration, education, community, inclusion, equity, and innovation.
There’s project goals of greening of the street experience, enhancing pedestrian and vehicular
safety, building an ADA compliant street, and creating a destination. The investments were
planting and soil, sidewalk pavements, curbing, pole lighting, asphalt roadway, pavement
markings, furnishings, irrigation, and creating some sort of branding for the streetscape.
We're talking about from Main to Walnut Street which has Elm Street running at the 50-yard line
right here. And we'd be looking to add some dynamic features. These are just some visual aids to
help show you essentially what we're talking about it Commissioner Shea
Is that a rendering of what it's actually going to look like? That picture kind of went by quickly.
Yeah, that's a different Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Correct, that is not a rendering. What it is, is something that you could suggest would be
inspirational okay? Something to give you an understanding as to what we're striving toward.
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Commissioner Shea
Thank you.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
One of the goals of the project would be if you note that as you make Elm Street here as my
cursor shows if you ever try to make a left it's pretty tough due to sight distances. So, we'll be
looking to make that type of correction. We're also going to be designing the street so you can
reverse. So, if ever decided by the city and so you could have it happen that the street would flow
in another direction. But as it notes it currently flows from Main Street to the oval. Why it makes
sense to connect up the two projects, is you got the oval right here, that's going to need to be
squared off. It has been a long-time goal of this city, as I understand it, to do the reversal of West
Pearl Street.
So, as we're going to be doing the squaring off of the oval and making the improvements right
here, you could do the streetscaping changes as well which would allow for the next iteration of
this phased approach of reversing West Pearl Street. Why is that as important is because that is
an impediment right now for the Broad Street Parkway or now the Veterans Memorial Parkway.
Where it ends or terminates at Central Street it leaves you unconnected to the full vision of that
Parkway Project which was to bring people to Main Street. Once you have this reversal occur
and this intersection squared off and the streetscaping to occur you'd be able to have that vision
completely realized. Here's just some other elements about the existing condition. Here's a cross
view that would just show you what we would be looking to try, of what we currently have to
work with as an existing condition.
Then we're talking about again streetscaping enhancements like public art opportunities in
certain areas, again to help just kind of create a brand. Maybe doing some lighting fixtures at the
either end and some signage again just to kind of help provide some identity for West Pearl
Street. Oftentimes we hear about the idea that the city has only focused on Main Street itself and
the side streets are sometimes neglected. I think, I believe this is a start to start looking at some
of the side streets as well. There's Pearl Street, Factory Street, Temple Street, and so on, as we
continue on to make improvements. And here's just some inspirational designs as to what the
construction documents would produce for you.
And that is the end of the - oh nope sorry - I have my cross sections here. So, this is what would
be built, I believe right here to just kind of show you the additional pedestrian usage that could
occur. The adding of some street trees and the such. Examples of some street trees that would be
used, some possible seating options, some lighting options, some bike infrastructure, public art
opportunities, we put something that would be from the city as examples, we identified where
those opportunities could be. This is the signage we talked about potentially for branding. And
that's pretty much the slide deck right there. Would you like me to leave this up?
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Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
Could you go back up to the flow of traffic? The one with the with the red arrows?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Sure.
Commissioner Shea
Thank you. So that is the direction of West Pearl Street as it is now, correct?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Correct.
Commissioner Shea
Okay. And once Walnut is squared off, that direction would be reversed?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
That would be a separate action that could occur. But at least with the streetscaping that occurred
if you so chose, you would be one step closer to be able to do it.
Commissioner Shea
And as far as that concept goes, the reversal versus two-way traffic, to what extent has that idea
been explored?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
I'm sorry, say that again?
Commissioner Shea
So as far as the reversal of traffic - so we're, so the reversal of traffic, there's openness to that, if
we lay it out like this. Has the alternative of having two-way traffic been discussed and are there
advantages or disadvantages to that?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
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So, this design could accommodate two-way flow if so desired Commissioner Shea
Okay.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
- or you could, if so chose, reverse the direction and have it two lanes.
Commissioner Shea
Okay. I very much like the idea, as you know, of the reversal. I believe that squaring off Walnut
and being able to come on to West Pearl Street and take a nice clean right-hand turn onto Elm for
our city's largest parking garage, at least municipal parking garage anyway. I think that that's
great it makes parking more intuitive and it makes the flow into downtown neat and clean.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
If I may Mr. Mayor? The one thing I want to be abundantly clear on is this would provide us the
opportunity to move in that direction. Again, I want to be clear that doesn't mean that we would
do that with this project. There's a second element that needs to be explored and that is when you
reverse and assuming you reverse one-way West Pearl Street, additional studies are going to be
necessary to make sure we can accommodate that change to occur without having to potentially
do something on the east side of Main Street either reversing East Pearl Street Commissioner Shea
Can you start that over? Sorry I'm trying to, I'm getting spatially lost.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
So, assuming that we were to reverse West Pearl Street in its entirety, and not be two-way flow,
but it's one direction now all the way to Main Street. You then need to potentially, and this is
what needs additional study, look at reversing East Pearl Street potentially. Or if it can be
accommodated leaving East Pearl Street as is, but that would, but depending on what happens
then you also may potentially need to do something with Temple Street and how the traffic flows
onto Temple Street. So that additional study would need to occur. There's been some preliminary
study done by VHB on this, but we would need to further investigate that and make sure
everyone had a comfort level before we actually made the reversal happen. But you can't even do
the reversal with the current infrastructure that's in place.
Commissioner Shea
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Thank you.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Schoneman.
Commissioner Schoneman
Did you suggest that there's enough room in this plan to make two-way traffic on West Pearl
Street?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Yes. My understanding is you'd be able to do two ways.
Commissioner Schoneman
You would have to take out parking on both sides, right?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
It would be part, there is a, in this plan does suggest a loss of parking.
Commissioner Schoneman
It's extremely narrow.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
It would be 37 stalls of parking, is what this plan would accommodate.
Commissioner Schoneman
If it was reversed or if it was two-way? Or just as is?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Just as is which, you know, as is.
Commissioner Schoneman
Correct. So, 37 spaces. But if you were suggesting two-way traffic on West Pearl, there's no way
you're going to fit two lanes of traffic in opposing directions and parking on that little street
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without significantly widening the street. Maybe Mr. Hudson can chime in there, it doesn't seem
possible, but that's maybe that's not an issue to discuss right now.
Mayor Donchess
Well look, I mean, to elaborate on that you're correct. You would lose a lot of parking in a twoway configuration and there's been a lot of neighborhood outreach on this to the businesses and
residents of Pearl. They do not wish to see a loss of parking, I think is a fair statement. And
therefore, you know it's extremely unlikely, I mean the Board of Aldermen, you know, makes its
own decisions, but it's extremely unlikely that the two-way plan would be adopted because of the
concerns you've expressed.
So, you know in reality the choice would be leave the one-way flow the way it is or reverse it.
There is the possibility I think, but Mr. Cummings, to you could do two-way traffic for one
block, that being between Elm and Main, without disrupting parking too much because it's wider
in there. But generally speaking, you know, certainly West of Elm Street, you know, two-way
traffic would create a very significant loss of parking and I think it's fair to say that the
businesses and others would very much like to see the reversal, but they don't particularly like
the two-way approach. The businesses here really like a, you know generally they really like the
idea of reverse, of creating at least, you know, an eastbound traffic flow because it would enable
someone to drive from the Broad Street Parkway through a squared off oval directly to Pearl
Street without having to, you know go all the way around and as it is currently configured.
Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
For source of funds, is the West Pearl Street area located within the tax increment finance
district?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
It is.
Commissioner Shea
Okay. And would any of those funds be utilized for this project?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
The legislation reads right now would be just, not be a TIF project if that's what you're asking.
Commissioner Shea
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And has to what extent has that been considered? Using the TIF? Because I see the building
being constructed, which I'm very excited to see. Congratulations on that by the way, I know that
that's been a long process and a big dream for the neighborhood and key to the performing arts
center so good job. And so, I’ll go back to my question - to what extent has that been evaluated
as an option for funding for this project?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
So, I had not really evaluated it in any great detail because it was very clear when the TIF was
created a few years back for this area there was two expenses that were you know envisioned for
using that that money. And that was for the assist the performing arts center and it was for the
construction of the public parking garage which would be on the first floor of the apartment
building that you're referencing right now. It was very clear during those discussions that we
would not use TIF funds other than for those two specific purposes and so I did not even
entertain the idea of looking at whether the TIF could support the streetscaping project.
Commissioner Shea
In a follow-up, do we have an idea at this rate of the cash flow on the TIF and the costs for those
two items?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
I could do it off the top of my head. I would have to Commissioner Shea
Just ballpark it.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Yeah, I would have to ballpark it. So right now, it's not cut, it's not generating anything. The TIF
rate is not generating anything right now but we anticipate it will start generating money next
year. And it will only continue to increase to, you know conservatively, somewhere around
$600,000. And then the two expenses, the public parking garage if you will, that first-floor
parking infrastructure is 2.5 million dollars and performing arts center was 5 million dollars. So,
you'd have something the order of magnitude of 7.5 million dollars that would need to be
accommodated off of that $600,000. I don't know if the debt service could be supported for
additional spending if that's the direction that you and others would like to go. That's the analysis
that would need to occur. We would need to be able to support essentially 2 million dollars
additional money out of that TIF and I can absolutely run and do that exercise. I was trying to
stay very true to the spirit of what was said a couple years ago which was we would you know
only use the School Street TIF for those two very specific projects.
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Commissioner Shea
Thank you. Do you know a ballpark, I know that interest rates are wild right now right so, do you
know roughly what we're paying? And we do 20-year bonds?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
A majority of the time, yeah.
Commissioner Shea
Do you know roughly what the debt service, the percentage on those is?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
The interest on Commissioner Shea
Yeah.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
On which one? On the performing arts center? 1.6%.
Commissioner Shea
So that's going to be a very favorable interest rate. Do we have a projection on the interest rate
for the parking garage project and has that been bonded already?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
It has not been bonded yet.
Commissioner Shea
Okay.
Mayor Donchess
It's going to be more ballpark 3%. You know, interest rates have gone up maybe high 2s but of
course interest rates are changing I think weekly.
Commissioner Shea
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I think a 30-year mortgage now is like 6.2% or something bananas.
Mayor Donchess
We typically borrow at very favorable rates because of the bond rating.
Commissioner Shea
So not including interest roughly between those two expenses it's like $375,000 a year and then
you have the interest on top of that. I think there's a fair likelihood that there may be additional
capacity for the TIF. I would, for me personally, I would like to see us look at that and see if that
is something that we might be able to leverage for this project because it does serve the district
and it would also leave us with capacity for other projects, schools, and what have you.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
So, the way the current School Street TIF is set up is the excess funds above and beyond the debt
service needing to pay for those two eligible projects would be transferred to the general fund.
So, I'm just letting you know that. So, it's not like that additional money stays segregated and
isn't used for the benefit of the general fund. So, we would have to change that legislation and
you know, work towards that but something we could explore. Sure.
Commissioner Shea
Thank you.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Moriarty.
Commissioner Moriarty
I just wanted to say, I think we're late to the game here at this board. I think we should have been
involved sooner. I mean, we do have jurisdiction over sidewalks, we have jurisdiction over the
streets according to the city charter. I know there's an RSA that gives Alderman some authority
but we're in this together and we're late to the game here. So, I'm disappointed by that. I like the
project, I'm for the project, but I'm disappointed that again this board is left out. To that to that
matter, I just wanted to know, the employees of the Division of Public Works, are they going to
be used or is this all subcontracted out? Because if they're going to be used we need to know to
what extent are the employees going to be used.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
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You're referring to the construction?
Commissioner Moriarty
All of it, the whole project.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
So, the construction would be subcontracted out, but the design element has been all run through
the engineering department.
Commissioner Moriarty
Okay, so the project itself then is going to be all subcontracted out so we're not going to be using
any city employees? So that's what's important Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Not for the construction.
Commissioner Moriarty
Well for what then?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Well you have engineering oversight.
Commissioner Moriarty
Just the engineers would be used.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Yeah professional staff. Yeah.
Commissioner Moriarty
Just so this board is clear, because again we're involved with the budget of this division and we
need to know, you know, where the employees are going to be being used. And basically, I think
we just should have been brought up to speed on it that's all.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Shea.
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Commissioner Shea
I would generally agree with Commissioner Moriarty's sentiment. The Board of Public Works
shall have cognizance, direction, and full control of the construction, alteration, cleaning, water,
and repair of streets, highways, bridges, and sidewalks. I am surprised that the process and the
approval and the way that this has been presented to us for referral has been conducted the way
that it has. And I really do believe that we are entitled by virtue of this board and the language
that establishes it to not just be positively recommending but approving and being a part of the
process. We haven't been a part of the process, at least not during my time here. Can you speak
to that Mayor?
Mayor Donchess
Well, you know, I think you have a point that you should have been briefed on this earlier. But
remember all we're doing now is seeking authorization for funding. The design is not approved,
there is no detailed design. So that would, when prepared, come here. All we're doing now is
there's kind of a concept and we're seeking and there's not even - I mean you see some level of
design, there's no construction drawings, right? Oh there are? Oh sorry - well on the Walnut oval
there's nothing, no design, no construction drawings. There is more detail on West Pearl and you
should, I agree we should have come to you earlier on this. You know, it's just people get you
know it's been discussed in such depth for such a long time I think people just overlook the fact
that there are others that would be interested or could be involved and they weren't. You know as
you heard, I mean, it's been you know not a year but close to it.
Commissioner Shea
Thank you. Just a follow-up question.
Mayor Donchess
I mean it's public, you know, there's public disclosure. It's on the website. There's been public
meetings, infrastructures held meetings. Now I'm not saying that you should have been aware of
that but Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
And I just want to be clear, it's been very clear to me that the Infrastructure Committee is the
committee that has design control over this. So they approved the design and plan back at their
January meeting that so I just want to be clear on that point
Commissioner Shea
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So, with the word alterations, and you know authority over alterations, that to me would indicate
that we would have some role in design. And I may be wrong, I'm new to this seat. But in the
way the language of what establishes our board and the authority that we have it's my
interpretation that on the alteration side, you know, we should be part of that process. And I don't
want to conflate this with me not supporting this project, because I love this project, I think it's
going to be awesome, I think it's progress. But as far as what we're here to do, I've already
expressed my view on it and again I could be wrong.
Mayor Donchess
But I think what Mr. Cummings says is correct. If there was a failure, it was not Mr. Cummings’.
If you look at the way this was drafted by legal, you look at the resolution itself is in the packet.
They say, I mean, they're basically saying that the legislation, they are saying should be referred
to the Board of Public Works for its review and approval. I mean, he's sort of following the
playbook that he was given. Now I'm not saying that, I'm just saying this wasn't a Cummings
decision.
Commissioner Shea
Sure.
Mayor Donchess
In any event, yes it would have been better to brief you earlier no question. You it's just hard
when like I've been looking at this for like so long you know it's like it's like doesn't everybody
know about it? You know. Maybe they don't. And maybe we should have, and we should have
anticipated this earlier. Yes Commissioner, excuse me, Alderman.
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
Yes, thank you Mr. Mayor. I'm not here to fix any blame but maybe a clarification as Chairman
on the Committee of Infrastructure. I've held many joint different committee meetings: one on
barriers, one on the schools. I'm getting quite used to herding cats, and we're doing alright. But
the thing is, I don't know how to explain this, there was no intention to slight this particular
board. But keep in mind this is only part of the process. The board clarified too. Even the
Committee of Infrastructure does not have influence on the budget committee and this is going to
go through budget for them to you know. And so, what we're talking about is one little piece of
the particular project. You can say what you want on the budget, but it will ultimately come up to
the Budget Committee which is under the approval of the Board of Aldermen to make that
particular decision. So, this way to look at it may be an attempt to bring you up to speed with the
projects.
But your concerns to the Chairman of Infrastructure, to me personally, is duly noted. And I think
I will work with Mr. Cummings in the future that if you want I’d be more than happy to offer a
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chair of the Joint Committee of Infrastructure, with the Board of Public Works again, for items
such as this that want to come up on the radar but there was no real negative intention so
therefore with that being said let's look at the worthwhile of this particular project exactly what
you Commissioner Shea has said. I mean let's look at the goal, this is something that's going to
enhance the city so instead of getting tied up in the schematics, I am willing to work to make the
right mea culpa in the future between the two boards. But I urge you to support this project and
not get tangled up in the particular weeds and we'll see if we can rectify that. And I'll speak to
you, you know, offline and work and come to a joint conclusion on this because I do believe
when the boards do work together we are better well served so that will be the goal going
forward. I can guarantee you that, so I urge your support. Thank you, Mr. Mayor.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Schoneman.
Commissioner Schoneman
Back to the resolution at hand. Thank you, Mr. O’Brien. You mentioned that someone was going
to be, the state was going to be chipping in two million of this two million four hundred and fifty
dollars. Or on top?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
In addition to it.
Commissioner Schoneman
So, this is actually a four and a half million-dollar project?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Correct.
Commissioner Schoneman
Okay. Can you tell me what the final project cost for the performing arts center is up to right now
roughly?
Mayor Donchess
Budgeted 25 million and it's on budget.
Commissioner Schoneman
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So, this is another five million dollars, two and a half million dollars of debt that we're adding on
to what the taxpayers are going to have to bear in an economy that is quickly becoming very very
difficult? So I would have to say that I would not be in favor of doing something like this at this
time.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
If I may, Mr. Mayor?
Mayor Donchess
Yes.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
The money has been accommodated in our debt service plan. So, this would be not an additional
cost, it would be anticipated with our traditional debt service spending. It wouldn't be in addition
to by any stretch and I wouldn't want to co-mingle the performing arts center project with the
squaring off of the Walnut Street Oval or the streetscaping of the West Pearl Street. Those
infrastructure improvements need to happen and can stand alone based on the, you know, current
conditions. You know the oval and the street itself are in pretty dire shape. They don't even make
88 compliance, which is a big concern.
Mayor Donchess
Back to the original point of we can do better when it comes to the Walnut Street oval. We don't
have anything other than that needs to be squared off. There's no design, there's no preliminary
design, there's nothing. And the state will be participating and if this is approved by the Board of
Aldermen you know, we will begin to undertake design but on that portion of the project, you
pointed out we should have come to you earlier on what you see in here. But on that portion of
the project, you know, we will correct the deficiency and keep you advised frequently about how
the project is progressing and how the design is progressing.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
I'll be happy to do that when we get to that point in the project. I know in other LPA projects I've
come before you prior to going to the Infrastructure Committee to take your input in. I'd be
happy to do that with this project as well and then bring it to the Infrastructure Committee for its
approval.
Mayor Donchess
Or we could do this jointly.
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Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Or do a joint committee.
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
Whatever is the desire because I think the point is well taken. There was no means for slighting
and I'm not saying that there is. But yeah whatever’s the best. I think maybe the briefing might
even be better because not everybody catches the meetings and you know to see what we're
doing. So, what you were saying Director Cummings here, either way works.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
I'll stop sharing screen now
Mayor Donchess
Any other comments? Yes, Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
So, we have a rendering, which I think we probably did internally right? The map and all that
layout and everything looks similar style to other things that I’ve seen come out of engineering.
Is there design work like beyond that map? Am I incorrect in that assumption?
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
I'm not exactly knowing what you're referring to, but I can tell you there's 100% design on the
project.
Commissioner Shea
Okay. Okay. Alright. Thank you.
Commissioner Moriarty
Mr. Mayor?
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Moriarty.
Commissioner Moriarty
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Right. So, moving forward, I assume this may pass. But I would expect you to have somewhere
in the future another motion to approve the project before the shovel is put into the ground?
Mayor Donchess
Yes.
Commissioner Moriarty
Thank you.
Motion by Commissioner Shea:
038

To move to question on V. BOA REFERRAL - A. R-22-

Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
May I move to question?
Mayor Donchess
You may. Moving to question means if this motion passes debate is ended and a vote should be
taken, and this is a non-debatable motion.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
Which means we go to the vote, which of the main point the main question which is to
recommend final passage of resolution r2238.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
Mayor Donchess
Thank you very much Mr. Cummings.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Thank you.
Mayor Donchess
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And again for Mr. Cummings it wasn't, you know, it wasn't his decision as to how to work
through the bureaucracy here. It wasn't, you know it should have been done better, there's no
question about that. So, we'll do better in the future. Thank you for your corrections, I don't
know, your input, as to how we could do a better job.
VI. SOLID WASTE DEPARTMENT
Mayor Donchess
Alright next is Solid Waste Department. Item A. Commissioner Lemen.
Motion by Commissioner Lemen:
To approve the 3-year Cooperative Service
Agreement between the City of Nashua and the USDA Wildlife Management Service for a
combined 3-year total not to exceed $317,428.91. Funding for this agreement is through
Department: 168 Solid Waste; Fund: Solid Waste; Account Classification 53 Professional &
Technical Services.
Jeff Lafleur
Jeff Lafleur, Superintendent Solid Waste. This is the company that does all of our seagulls. They
keep our seagulls off of our landfill during the day. They also take care of any vectors throughout
the city if there's any turkey vultures that land in any of the apartment complexes he'll go scare
those away for them. He'll take care of any rodents around the landfill like woodchucks that dig
holes in our cap of our landfills removes all of them. He also is working on taking care of some
of the other birds that are around our landfill, inside our garages there's some sparrows that have
been moving in he takes care of those and scares those away. This is part of my DES permit that
I have to do. We have to have this person or a person like him around doing this every day of the
you know, the year that we're running trash in the landfill.
Mayor Donchess
Questions? Discussion? Commissioner Schoneman.
Commissioner Schoneman
Thank you, so this personnel compensation $70,000 - this is for one staff member is that correct?
Jeff Lafleur
Correct.
Commissioner Schoneman
And the next year they're bumped up to $77,000 a year.
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Jeff Lafleur
Correct.
Commissioner Schoneman
And then the next year $81,000 a year for one staff member?
Jeff Lafleur
Correct. It may it may change. This is a government position, they're a government employee Commissioner Schoneman
Clearly.
Jeff Lafleur
So, if the increases are a little bit less they'll charge us less.
Commissioner Schoneman
Okay. So, this is his or her salary for chasing away vermin from the landfill yes?
Jeff Lafleur
Jeff Lafleur Superintendent Solid Waste. It's their salary but it's also their liability. If there's, they
use guns on site so if there's any accidents or anything that happened, they use pyrotechnics so if
there's any issues or any god forbid any accidents, it's their liability on them. They also help us
fill out all of our permits that go to the State, to the New Hampshire Fish and Wildlife. So, it's
their salary but they also do a lot of administrative and field work.
Commissioner Schoneman
Thank you, Mr. Lafleur. I'm clearly in the wrong business.
Mayor Donchess
Anyone else?
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.
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VII. WASTEWATER DEPARTMENT
Mayor Donchess
Next Wastewater Department Item A Commissioner Moriarty
Motion by Commissioner Moriarty:
MOTION CARRIED:

To approve the User Warrants as presented.

Unanimously.

Item B Commissioner Shea
Motion by Commissioner Shea:
To approve the initial six months of FY23 purchase
of polymer from Polydyne of Riceboro, GA in the amount of $340,000. Funding will be through:
Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater; Account Classification: 61 Supplies &
Materials.
David Boucher
David Boucher, Wastewater Superintendent. So this is the purchase of a chemical a polymer
that's used to aid in the drying and thickening of sludge at the wastewater facility. We have
different companies come in and test their product against our sludge and Polydyne has the best
product out there for drying our sludge, so we'd like to go with them. I can answer any questions.
Commissioner Lemen
Didn't we vote on this last meeting?
David Boucher
That was to get us through the rest of the fiscal year of ‘22.
Commissioner Lemen
Thank you.
David Boucher
You're welcome.
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

Item C Commissioner Schoneman.
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Motion by Commissioner Schoneman:
To approve the purchase of the chemical
Sodium Bisulfite in the amount of $77,000 from PVS Chemical Solutions. Funding will be
through: Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater; Account Classification: 61 Supplies
& Materials.
David Boucher
David Boucher, Wastewater Superintendent. Sodium bisulfite is the chemical we use to remove
the residual chlorine before we discharge the treated wastewater to the river. We do participate in
the Northeast Merrimack Valley Chemical Consortium. Their bid process PVS was the low
bidder, and that it's the company that we're currently using, and we've got no issues with, so we'd
like to continue using them okay.
Mayor Donchess
Any discussion?
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

Item D Commissioner Lemen.
Motion by Commissioner Lemen:
To approve the purchase of the chemical Sodium
Hypochlorite in the amount of $355,000 from Borden & Remington of Fall River, MA. Funding
will be through: Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater; Account Classification: 61
Supplies & Materials.
David Boucher
Dave Boucher, Wastewater Superintendent. This is a chemical we use for disinfecting the
wastewater after it's treated and before it's discharged to the Merrimack. We volunteered and
participated in that chemical consortium. They did the bid process and Borden & Remington
were the low bidders. It is the company we're currently using, we'd like to continue using them.
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

David Boucher
Thank you.
Mayor Donchess
Thank you very much.
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VIII. PARKS DEPARTMENT
Mayor Donchess
Now we have the Parks Department. Item A Commissioner Moriarty.
Motion by Commissioner Moriarty:
To approve the purchase and installation of a
central irrigation system from Corbett Incorporated of Concord, MA for the sum of
$85,850. Funding will be through Department: 177 Park & Recreation; Fund: Capital;
Activity; Central Irrigation Project.
Bryan Conant
Bryan Conant, Superintendent of Parks and Recreation. The central irrigation project once
completed will allow the department's irrigation systems throughout the city to be managed
through software that'll be web based. This will allow changes to be made to the system through
a pc, phone, or tablet. The software will also provide notifications regarding any problems that
are occurring such as leaks. The software will also be able to produce reports that show how well
the systems are performing.
This phase of the project will include the software and the installation of master valves, clock
modules, and flow meters to the systems at Roby Park, Lions Field, Shady Lane, Charlotte Ave,
Holmen Stadium, Atherton Avenue, Artillery Lane, North Common, and Murray Field. The
software communications at Mine Falls, Lincoln Park, Haynes Park, and Ledge Park will be
upgraded from 3g to 5g. The system will save both employee hours and cut down on the water
usage. Reduction is projected to be at least 25 percent.
Central irrigation. Several vendors have been contacted about installing new controllers, master
valves, flow meters. Given the fact that the locations of the controllers don't have access to wi-fi
cable or an internet router, a vendor that has its own server has to be used. Communication to the
server will be done through a cellular communication device also supplied by the vendor. The
only vendors that are capable of performing the job scope are Corporate Incorporated and
Winterberry Irrigation which are the two companies that bid on the work in 2018.
Both companies were called by the Superintendent in late March of this year, 2022 and both
came to the city just to discuss the job scope and specifications. Corbett Incorporated has
provided a cost proposal to perform the job scope needed to complete the central irrigation while
Winterberry Irrigation still has not provided a cost proposal.
Mayor Donchess
Discussion? Questions? Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
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Do you have any projections, is there a weather-controlled aspect to this where if it rains it
automatically doesn't water? is that
Bryan Conant
If it rains out, we would be able to pull this up either on our desktop or our phone and shut it off.
Currently, right now, we use weather sensors out in the field, sometimes they don't work due to
vandalism. They're usually battery operated, so if the battery goes bad it doesn't work. This is
really going to enhance how you know how much we can keep track of what we're doing out in
the field
Commissioner Shea
Could you explore further? I know that's not really like what we're talking about right now, but
could you explore further into some manner of weather automation to tie into this system?
Bryan Conant
Currently what we have in place is really the only option that we have Commissioner
Commissioner Shea
Okay. I see potential and opportunity with the deployment of something like that and wonder to
what extent that might be able to be added to this system. I understand that you can do it
manually would there be an opportunity for expansion to do that in the future with the system?
Bryan Conant
Yes.
Commissioner Shea
Yes, okay, great. I've just got this side anecdote. I've got this neat sprinkler that I picked up and it
you control it with your smartphone and every morning when it's due to water the lawn and it is
forecast to rain that day it says hey we're not going to water the lawn today do you want us to
water it anyway? And I get to swipe it and it's just fantastic. I'm very interested to see what that
does to my water bills and I imagine with such a vast array of fields in the cost of water it could
be tens of thousands of dollars a year or maybe thousands of dollars.
Bryan Conant
I would think so. I mean, currently right now, with all the parks we have Commissioner, if we
were to go out and manually adjust the programs which we have to do with the control stations at
these parks we're talking about it would take us about 2 days to go through all of them. So just
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man hours alone not even taking into consideration the water usage, we're going to be providing
a substantial cost savings to our operation.
Commissioner Shea
That's good. I'm just thinking down the line if we are able to do the weather piece where it's not
requiring the manual labor and there are maybe 20% of the days that water is programmed, and it
doesn't water them, you know that there might be some potential for savings there.
Bryan Conant
Yeah, I agree.
Commissioner Shea
I might have a follow-up question, but I'll take a break.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Schoneman.
Commissioner Schoneman
When I first saw the bottom line here I thought that's a bit spendy. But when I saw the scope of
the work I actually started to think that's not a bad deal. These things are expensive, and it is
incredibly helpful to be able to just push a couple buttons and say water this zone, don't water
this zone. I think it's a really good thing and good on you.
Bryan Conant
Thank you, Commissioner.
Commissioner Lemen:
I assume this is going to greatly improve the quality of the turf?
Bryan Conant
Yes, absolutely.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Moriarty.
Commissioner Moriarty
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Superintendent, again I love that. I love this whole concept. I was just wondering moving
forward, how about an annual maintenance for you from the company? Or no is this just a oneshot deal we buy it and that's it?
Bryan Conant
That's an excellent question Commissioner. Because we're using a cellular communication
device we will incur a $1,200 fee per year on these. The first year is included in this but moving
forward we'll have to pay $1,200 at each of these locations. But I do strongly believe that the
cost savings and labor and water will outweigh that fee. So, it's going to be roughly around
$18,000 give or take.
Commissioner Moriarty
Thank you.
Bryan Conant
You're welcome.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
Noticeably absent from the list is Greely Park. Do we have any irrigation at Greeley Park?
Bryan Conant
Currently right now the irrigation system at Greeley Park is not in great shape. And there's a lot
of it that does not work unfortunately.
Commissioner Shea
In my observation on the west side of Greeley Park there's kind of this natural flow of water.
That side seems to do okay. There's some water buildup and that's a separate issue, on the
amphitheater side. I'm just picturing vividly in my head photos of events from that space where
it's just dust on that hillside and so I - you have comment go ahead.
Bryan Conant
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I do. A lot of that is based is happening because of salt. We get a lot of salt runoff. If you've
noticed at Greeley Park, there's no curbs, there's not really a lot of catch basins either. And when
you have your thaws coming out of the in the spring a lot of you know turf doesn't like salinity
salt and that's a lot of what that's attributed to
Commissioner Shea
And my last comment, I know that turf control is like your strong suit, right?
Bryan Conant
Yes.
Commissioner Shea
I would love to see a proposal at some point to, especially on that east side of Greeley by the
amphitheater, come to us for irrigation and soil improvements, soil amendments, to that hillside
to get it into a condition where it can it can really be a nice place to sit and watch something.
Bryan Conant
Delighted to hear that. Thank you.
Commissioner Shea
You're welcome.
Mayor Donchess
And what do you think it would cost to irrigate that area? That Commissioner Shea is talking
about? And is that an area where it doesn't work?
Bryan Conant
There's a lot of it that's pretty old that doesn't work Mr. Mayor. There's a lot of areas where
there's no irrigation at all and there's some areas on the stone house side really at Greeley Park
that are so old that it just doesn't work.
Mayor Donchess
And do you have any estimate as to what the it would cost to irrigate the field area that um
commissioner
Bryan Conant
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It's really based off the size. I don't want to throw numbers around. We'd have to go ahead and
get the square footage, decide where we want to put it, and you know we could get a quote that
reflects the square footage where we you know where we want to put the irrigation system.
Mayor Donchess
So anyway, you're looking into that.
Bryan Conant
I will.
Mayor Donchess
Great.
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

Item B Commissioner Shea
Motion by Commissioner Shea:
To approve the removal of 23 trees, pruning of 40 trees,
and log removal at St. Andrews Park. Funding will be through Department 177 Park and
Recreation; Fund: Capital; Activity: City wide Playground Improvements.
Bryan Conant
Bryan Conant, Superintendent of Parks and Recreation. This tree removal and pruning is needed
to allow for a new playground to be installed at St. Andrews Park. The removal will allow for the
playground footprint to fit appropriately within the park. The tree pruning is removing dead
wood off of trees to create a safer environment around the perimeter of the playground. A
meeting was held May 27th to look at the work site and answer questions. Four companies were
notified of the meeting. The meeting was attended by two companies. Two cost proposals were
received with Pioneer Trees Services being the lowest costs proposal at $8,400.
Mayor Donchess
Discussion. Commissioner Moriarty.
Commissioner Moriarty
Superintendent just remind me where St Andrews Park is? I can't recollect Bryan Conant
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Are you familiar with Matt Dooby field? The little league field?
Mayor Donchess
Harris Road.
Bryan Conant
Thank you, Mr. Mayor
Mayor Donchess
Yep thank you. Anyone else. Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
To what extent, if at all, has this been discussed in the neighborhood? It's a lot of trees and I
wonder to what extent the neighbors are aware of this.
Bryan Conant
You know we were out there, I had some retired people come and talk to me. Other than that,
that hasn't been extensively discussed with the neighborhood. I know Alderman O'Brien is a very
big advocate of this project.
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
May I speak? Lisa Fauteux, Director of Public Works. So, when Bryan first came to me and said
that they were going to remove 23 trees I said I want to see this. So, we went out and about half
of the trees need to be removed in order to be able to accommodate the playground. The other
half are dead trees that are really dangerous for either falling on a home or falling on you know
residents. So, half of those trees are, and this should have probably been done a long time ago,
but at least half of those trees are dead trees. And Superintendent pointed that out to me it was
very clear that they were dead. So, it does sound like a lot of trees but at least half of them need
to come down because they're hazardous.
Commissioner Lemen
This is an odd question but $8,400 to remove 23 trees seems really like a great deal to me
considering what my neighbors have paid to remove like one or two trees.
Bryan Conant
Yes, it does.
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Commissioner Lemen
The city gets I mean it's just that that was the bid?
Bryan Conant
Yeah that was the bid. Everybody at the two companies came, they had the trees marked, the
trees to be pruned, the trees to be removed, and that was the number I received.
Commissioner Lemen
Do they do non-commercial work?
Bryan Conant
They do.
Commissioner Lemen
Alright.
Bryan Conant
They do they're local.
Commissioner Lemen
Thank you.
Bryan Conant
You're welcome.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Schoneman.
Commissioner Schoneman
Just as an informational item and I know that Mr. Conant has recently dealt with the same issue
in the area of Sergeants Avenue Park. A lot of these trees are silver maples. There was a time
I’ve been told there was a time in our city's history where someone said oh great silver maples
grow fast they're beautiful let's plant them and they were planted widespread all over our city but
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they don't have a long life so we're going we're getting to the point where a lot of our big mature
silver maples are just they've reached the end of their life so this isn't you know being mean to
the trees this is they're done and for safety reasons they need to be taken down.
Mayor Donchess
Anyone else? Commissioner Lemen
Commissioner Lemen
I just have one suggestion which would be that Lauren draft some kind of statement saying that
you know these trees are dead they need to go so that people are clear sure and put it on the
public works or even and copy it to the Nashua Civic Sounding Board to prevent controversy.
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
Yes, that's a good point and we are in discussions with the Ward Alderman Sullivan about this as
well. So, I know that Alderman O'Brien is also very interested in this park. This is really the last
park that, aside from the Greely Playground, that really needs to be updated. It's if you've been to
Saint Andrew’s it's just horrible. So, it needs some attention and the residents have asked for this
for a long time so we once we have the funding in place for the playground then we'll be
bringing that back to you but right now we just want to take the trees down in preparation for
that.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
Can you tell us about the playground? Is there a plan for that yet or is this is in prep for that?
Bryan Conant
This is in prep for that. We've come up with a conceptual design, but we haven't, nothing's
concrete yet, so that's why we haven't brought that to you yet.
Commissioner Shea
Thank you.
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
It's subject to change depending upon funding.
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Bryan Conant
This is true
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

IX. ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Mayor Donchess
Engineering Department, Item A, Commissioner Schoneman.
Motion by Commissioner Schoneman:
Fees as submitted.

To approve the Sewer Service Permits and

Mayor Donchess
Any discussion?
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

Item B, Commissioner Lemen.
Motion by Commissioner Lemen: To approve the award of the construction contract for the
2022 CIPP Lining Program to Kenyon Pipeline Inspection, LLC of Queensbury, NY in the
amount of $1,412,170. Funding will be through: Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund:
Wastewater; Activity: Sewer Rehab.
Mayor Donchess
Hello Mr. Hudson.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
Hello Mr. Mayor.
Mayor Donchess
Go ahead please.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
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Thank you. Dan Hudson, City Engineer. So as the board, I believe is aware, we, through our
sewer rehabilitation program, we do two types of work. One is we dig up pipes and replace them.
Very disruptive. Through this other part of the program we video inspect through closed circuit
television sewer pipes and if able we line them with a with a liner which basically creates a pipe
inside a pipe. So, this contract here is for the lining work. It's much more cost effective than the
dig work you know, about 20 times less expensive. But this video work we do also finds those
problems that we need to dig up so the two go hand in hand. This is the lining one. Canyon
Pipeline Inspection. We're very familiar with them. They didn't win our last bid when we went
out to bid last time but before that they had worked in the city for a couple years and we've had
good luck with them.
Mayor Donchess
Discussion.
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

We now have Item C, Commissioner Moriarty.
Motion by Commissioner Moriarty:
To approve the engineering contract for the West
Hollis Street Corridor Study with Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc. of Manchester, NH in an
amount of $188,772. Funding will be through Department: Economic Development; Fund:
ARPA Grant.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
So again, Dan Hudson, City Engineer. This is a start of looking at West Hollis Street Corridor.
West Hollis Street Corridor has been the point of discussion and concern for residents for a
number of years. There's a lot of traffic, there's a lot of abutting streets, it's difficult to you know,
get on to make your turns on and off the roadway at times, and there are some concerns about
pedestrian safety.
Unfortunately, there was a fatality that occurred on the street where a pedestrian was struck by a
vehicle, so we need to look at providing safer bicycle and pedestrian accommodations along the
corridor. Hoyle, Tanner is an engineering company that we selected through a request for
qualifications for roadway, highway or sorry, highway, bridge, traffic, and bicycle/pedestrian
infrastructure. So, we finally have been able to identify some funding to do this corridor study
and propose to award it to them.
Mayor Donchess
Discussion.
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.
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We next have Item D, Commissioner Shea.
Motion by Commissioner Shea:
To approve the purchase of a single Versicam camera and
associated equipment from Ocean State Signal of Smithfield, Rhode Island in an amount of
$7,500, and approve its installation by Central Mass Signal, LLC of Northborough,
Massachusetts in an amount of $2,340. Funding for both items will be through the Amherst
Street Traffic Corridor Mitigation Fund, Department: 160 Admin/Engineering; Fund: Trust;
Account Category; 71 Equipment.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
So, thank you that was a long motion. And I'm sorry for that, but I did want to try to accomplish
a couple things in one motion here. We're seeking to replace loop detection on the Baldwin
Street approach to Amherst Street. We've had trouble there with loops failing due to potholing,
that sort of thing. So, this motion is to procure a camera from Ocean State Signal and to have
Central Mass Signal install it so that we can do the vehicle detection via camera versus loop
detection.
Mayor Donchess
Anyone?
MOTION CARRIED:
Mayor Donchess

Unanimously.

Item E, Commissioner Schoneman.
To approve a Use and Occupancy
Motion by Commissioner Schoneman:
Agreement with 57 Factory Street, LLC for placement of a dumpster in the Water Street right-ofway.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
So, this is a somewhat unique situation here. We received a request to place a dumpster in the
right-of-way. The proposed location is on basically under the Water Street Bridge and it'd be
against one of the piers there where currently there's parking. City parking, that would be
replaced by the dumpster and with us tonight is Denis Gleeson who can speak to this. He's the
owner of 57 Factory Street and can speak to the need.
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Hi. Thanks for listening to me tonight. I have some pictures. Is it okay if I pass them out?
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Mayor Donchess
Just for clarity, could you introduce yourself and your address?
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Yeah, my name is Denis Gleeson on 17 Gregg Road here in Nashua, NH and I own the property
at 57 Factory Street, downtown. We just put up the building, probably tore it down put it back up
over the past five years and it's now a farm-to-table restaurant and a brewery. And our property
goes out to the street in front out to the street and back. We do share a little bit of a right-of-way
with Smith-Weiss & Shepard, who are great neighbors, but no real space to put a dumpster.
So right now, we're carting it out every day, trying to pull it out by truck and then bringing it
back to our property at 10 Groton Road where then we put it into that dumpster. So, it's really
hard in the sense of that we have a lot of waste. And our grain right now, it's spring grain and all
the spring grain at all the breweries in Nashua go to our cows on 10 Groton Road. And we try to
be good at recycling, and we try to take care of the property. So, we approached the mayor's
office and we were working with Tim and they kind of came out took a look at it and they
figured this would be the best space to put a dumpster and hopefully a recycling area also. So, I
can pass some pictures out if that helps or Mayor Donchess
Yes please.
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Okay.
Mayor Donchess
Thank you.
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
So, I'm showing the location right underneath the bridge overpass. And I don't know exactly, it's
not really Water Street because Water Street goes above but I guess it's off the parking. And then
we show a recycling dumpster and a regular dumpster and then I’m trying to show how we
would cover it. The front of 57 Factory Street, the back 57 Factory Street and the back of SmithWeiss and Shepard at 47 Factory Street. Again, putting a dumpster right next to our building
would really take away from the parking lot and Bob Shepard, and they've been very good to us.
So, that's the only solution that we could come to working with the city, so I’d really appreciate
it if you would consider it. Any questions or –
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Mayor Donchess
Questions? Comments? Commissioner Schoneman.
Commissioner Schoneman
I'm still trying to figure out exactly where this is. I've been, okay I've been there, trying to figure
out where exactly this is. But my main concern is are the trash trucks going to be able to get in
there Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Yes, we actually had Waste Management come out and take a look at it Commissioner Schoneman
Measure the trucks and measure the bridge?
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Yes, well I don't know if they, they said they could easily do it.
Commissioner Schoneman
Okay.
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
I didn't ask if they measured, I’m assuming –
Commissioner Schoneman
Okay.
Mayor Donchess
Okay Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
So, I understand that right now that space is used for parking by the residents at Dalianis House
is that right?
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
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Yes, and the city said they'd try to relocate some parking for them. That's my understanding
anyway.
Commissioner Shea
Do we have - I’m generally supportive of trying to find accommodations for a dumpster for you.
I am curious to know to what extent the city has discussed it with Dalianis House and with Clock
Tower Place. I would fathom it's possible that Clock Tower Place might not be enthused to have
a dumpster greeting folks as they walk out. And at first, I was thinking it was going to be the
parking immediately under kind of like next to where the gentleman said didn't smoke.
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Right.
Commissioner Shea
So, I'm glad to see that it's not there because that would that would just be too close for comfort
for their simple pleasures. and I'd be curious to know to what extent that's been discussed with
the abutters.
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
To be honest I don't know that.
Mayor Donchess
Mr. Hudson, do you have anything to add on that question?
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
I don't know the answer to that either. This kind of originated as was discussed through Director
Cummings from a Public Works perspective. Engineering was involved just in reviewing the
location and how it might impact or not impact traffic flow and that sort of thing. We did push
back initially because you know we generally you know aren't in favor of placing dumpsters in
the right of way, but this is a situation where this building for this site completely fills their site.
As was described we did ask that they look for other locations and to my knowledge that was
that was attempted with Mr. Gleeson and Director Cummings.
Mayor Donchess
Okay, Commissioner Shea.
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Commissioner Shea
My question is for Mr. Hudson. Would there be any more suitable locations? I understand that a
lot of the materials that come out of there probably come out of that lower level, but would there
be anything on the Factory Street side? In one of the lots there where we could put a neat kind of
like chain link fence with the or you know something to compartmentalize it so it's not an
eyesore? And also make it so that it's not like immediately next to the entrance to Clock Tower
or that that kind of heavily used parking?
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
I don't know, I mean, I think on Factory Street the location you're talking about will be across the
street from this side of street. I believe this is on the north side of Factory Street, so I don't think
there's any space currently normally. There’re two travel lanes in the in the sidewalk, there's no
parking on the business side right now through the extended outdoor dining, there is parking on
the you know adjacent to 57 Factory Street but there really isn't to my knowledge a footprint on
Factory Street in close proximity. So then looking down you know on Water Street the original
proposal was you know kind of on the against the other abutment, but we felt that we constrict
traffic flow through to Clock Tower Place and then other than that I'm not sure what other
locations were looked at it, it is a tight area down there. There's a lot of parking but it's all a
bunch of its private parking some of the city parking so I’m not sure the specifics of what's
possible. I know Director Cummings did mention some spots were permitted and weren't able to
be reassigned but this location I believe he thought could the parking could be reassigned.
Commissioner Schoneman
Okay, it's under a bridge, you're going to put up a little fence and it's close. I mean making your
employees have to drag the trash out to some distant location in the middle of the city in the
middle of the night - it doesn't seem very safe. So, I think this is a really good solution for a
space that um that maybe doesn't have a lot of use otherwise. And I've been hearing such good
things about this place, this business, that I think that it would be a very good gesture to allow
them this small convenience.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Moriarty.
Commissioner Moriarty
Do you know is there a light on that bridge or no?
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
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I believe it is but I can't say for sure and I when in the lead in here I mean there is a draft for a
use and occupancy agreement so this would be subject to that the city retains the right I believe
at any time to rescind the approval should we come to have concerns and that use and occupancy
agreement will need to be reviewed and approved by a corporate council should you decide to
approve this.
Mayor Donchess
Alderman O'Brien
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
Thank you, Mr. Mayor, although as liaison but my previous employment as you know was on
the fire department. Have they been briefed of this? Because I know that is somewhat a fire lane
and as you know there's supposed to be so much clearance for the fire truck. I know there is a
bridge involved, the wooden plank one that I’m talking about, where the old paddle used to be.
But have they signed off is what Dan Hudson, City Engineer
I can't answer to that. I didn't have any communication with them. What I would say is the area
that the dumpsters proposed to be placed is currently parking. So, the you know, the area that
cars would occupy is the same area that dumpsters would occupy. That width concern was why
we didn't want it on the other side of the thruway. You know if you were going towards Clock
Tower from the parking lots. We didn't want it on the right side for that reason because that
would have constricted flow through there. But no, I didn't have any discussions with fire. I'm
not sure if Mr. Cummings did or if Mr. Gleeson did.
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
You know, follow up Mr. Mayor. I mean it certainly is a point I hate to whatever the board
decides but on the resolution of this I would hate to have another agency come in at the 11th
hour as we just got through discussing this you know and then come in with a point of view that
may not be to what the petitioner wants.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
Maybe perhaps a condition that fire be consulted? I don't know just throwing it out there. Again,
this isn't really, we're trying to facilitate this discussion, but this is a private request.
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
Thank you.
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Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
So maybe about 3 or 4 years ago there was a dumpster fire behind Daryl's. I don't know if you
recall that, I think somebody lit a tire on fire in inside that dumpster and it burned for quite some
time. So that the idea of it being located immediately under the wooden bridge is a little
concerning. The way that it's rendered, without a privacy fence, and more of just like a simple
fence to control access. I'd like to see wherever it be located because this is part of the riverfront
area and we're really trying to get people down there to enjoy things and your business is doing
an amazing job of being a part of that. I just want to take a step back. I bartended in there when it
was Timber Grill. The extent to which you improved that space and created decks and it's
everything that it needs to be, and you've done such an amazing job and I know that it was not an
easy undertaking and it was a good process for you and your family. So, thank you for that. But
I'll get back to it. So, wherever it's located I'd really like to see a privacy style fence um which I
think is fairly typical for this kind of deployment of a dumpster in a populated well-traveled area.
I would really like to see that Clock Tower Place and Dalianis House have a part of the
discussion as to where this is placed. I just don't want to hear that that residents you know a
couple weeks from now are, not a couple weeks but whenever this goes in, I don't want to hear
their residents are upset about it and we have to revisit the issue. I'd like to make sure that we get
it right the first time having it beyond that abutment is probably not feasible right because the
trucks wouldn't be able to get access in there is that right?
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
On the other side I think it was access they were afraid of coming around that vehicles would
potentially go into it so that's why they moved it across.
Commissioner Shea
And then my I have a question for Engineer Hudson. The road behind Clock Tower Place, is that
property of Clock Tower Place?
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
Along the river?
Commissioner Shea
Yeah.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
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Yes, I believe it is and I mean there is a river rock plan there, so I believe we have some rights or
we'll have some rights.
Commissioner Shea
Or they're giving us an easement.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
Yeah, I think there's a poll
Mayor Donchess
I think they own it but there's a public easement, at least for a walkway.
Commissioner Shea
Okay, I know that clock tower place has a number of dumpsters out behind the building which is
not you know when you're considering the fact that you're taking the trash and dealing with that
you know the 150-250-foot roll to the dumpster. If it were to be co-located with some of where
those dumpsters are you know that might be that might be more tenable to Clock Tower. Clock
Tower may not even have an objection to this. They may be supportive of it I would just like for
me personally, I would like to know that they are okay with this and the abutters is really my
primary concern about it. I'd like to find a solution, I just want to know that that the neighbors
are okay with it.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
I just had a sidebar with Mr. Gleeson. Perhaps, we table this until you know the next meeting.
And then we can have those discussions with fire and reach out to Clock Tower and get their
input perhaps show the screening that you're considering and or requesting
Commissioner Shea
Okay.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
Does that make sense?
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
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Yeah, I think that's a good suggestion Engineer Hudson. The only thing I would suggest is I’m
going to try to get a hold of Director Cummings to see if those discussions have already taken
place if they have maybe we can just move this forward this evening, so I will try to do that
maybe mayor we could move on to the next while I try to do that.
Mayor Donchess
Alright, why don't we, without objection, we will just come back to this item. The next one is
Item F Commissioner Lemen.
Motion by Commissioner Lemen:

To approve the Atherton Park Improvements Plan.

Dan Hudson, City Engineer
So, Dan Hudson, City Engineer. So, this is a very short motion but what's desired and planned is
to convert the existing softball field and baseball field Athena Park into soccer fields, seven
versus seven soccer field so you know smaller than then full soccer fields and actually Diane? I
think Diane's on can pull up the plan I'm speaking to here and then to also provide a parking lot
so that's the existing conditions it shows the softball field on the left baseball field on the right
and a basketball court in the dark gray there, next slide Diane? And this is what the proposal is so
it would be to create two soccer fields also known as 7x7 they're running top to bottom on the
screen here to irrigate those fields, so they can be kept in good condition.
There's an existing irrigation shed because this these fields used to be flooded I understand for
skating in the winter. That would need to be relocated. I'd like to provide a playground although
I'm not sure that's quite in the budget right now but we're looking into that and then to provide a
basketball court to replace the one that's in the way of what you see as a parking lot. There's been
a lot of historic complaints in this neighborhood about parking along the street. Parking is not
allowed but when there's events in this park people do park on the street, so the part of the plan is
to provide some off-street parking for the park and then there's some parallel spaces along
Atherton as well.
There’re some large trees along after that we don't want to disturb those. There is one tree in
alignment with the entry to the parking lot which is an invasive species which we would plan to
cut. And other than that, it's you know trying to construct what's shown on the plan here. The
plan is to construct this with city forces, street department, and parks department. And we did
take this to the planning board for their input and received conditional approval.
Perhaps we should come here first, and I apologize for that in the order of that, but we're not
obligated obviously to construct it unless you agree that this is an approach we should take. So,
with that I'd be happy to address any questions, and/or our Superintendent Conan could address
any questions as well.
Mayor Donchess
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Commissioner Schoneman
Commissioner Schoneman
I think you answered the question already, but you said the funding was going to come through
parks and engineering and the other funds?
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
Yeah, we have a plan for the funding. we have a plan for the funding. Like I said, the playground
is the piece that that we don't have currently have funded but the rest of the work we believe we
can accomplish with the existing funding we have. The engineering's been done in-house, and
the construction will be done with city forces primarily. So yeah, it's kind of an in-house design
build project.
Commissioner Schoneman
Okay, alright. Thanks.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Lemen.
Commissioner Lemen
How does the Ward Alderman feel about this? I know that Atherton Park has been kind of
underused in some ways. So has the neighborhood been consulted? Are they happy about it?
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
The neighborhood, the abutters were direct mailed as part of the planning board process. We had
some abutters come out. The biggest point of contention was the parking lot. About half of them
wanted it, about half of them didn't. They asked us to talk to the Baptist Church to see if we
could work any parking arrangements with them. I see that kind of as problematic because you
know when they're having activities that the parks have any activities as well and also Bae has
parking lots and you know reasonably close walking proximity but not exactly close.
That was kind of the feedback we got. There was some of the slopes along the houses where it
appears the land was filled over time, some of that has some asbestos fill. Annually we go out
and we walk the slopes and remove any asbestos pieces that we find poking out of the slope but
no I think generally the feedback was positive the neighborhood supported park improvements. It
was really just the parking and whether we need it or not. I mean, we're trying to provide as
much parking as we can may not still may not be quite uh sufficient for the number of people
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that will be at the park but at all times but and we will be able to provide a couple handicapped
spots in the lot and then parking for at least around you know around 30 vehicles or so.
Commissioner Lemen
Thank you.
Mayor Donchess
Alright, any other discussion? Commissioner Schoneman.
Commissioner Schoneman
Yeah is that a new catch basin that you'll be installing uh for drainage or is that existing?
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
No, it's a good question. It is a new leaching catch basin, so it won't, this area doesn't outlet to
any other drainage pipes it's kind of a low-lying area. This catch basin you know has a great
water goes in and then it can leach out into a stone bed it's just trying to create a faster way for
groundwater to get you know water to get into the ground so that's what that is.
Commissioner Schoneman
Sounds like a good idea.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
Can you speak to why parking is not allowed on Atherton Ave?
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
I just believe it's the width of the street but, I can't specifically speak to the history of that or
anything. I do know that I mean, I've heard complaints that when people do park there when the
park is busy you know it's very constricted in width getting through there and there's been
concerns about safety with that.
Commissioner Shea
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Is there concerns about safety? Or is there concerns about people being impeded by having to
drive 5 miles per hour through a dense residential neighborhood where children are playing? Is a
question that doesn't need to be answered. I share the reservations about the parking lot but, it
sounds like there was discussion with the neighborhood and this was, you know, split and it was
determined that this was maybe the best solution and there's a lot of thought that's gone into this.
So, I don't know that I would propose to get rid of it, but I just want to express that I share that
concern about it. I think it's a lot of great space and I think it is underused and I have to wonder
what two seven by seven soccer games happening at the same time would look like in
comparison to one baseball game. How many people are on like when you have the bench in
baseball? I don't know about sports like how many how many people are on the field in baseball?
Commissioner Moriarty
9.
Commissioner Shea
9, okay. And then on the bench you might have like 16 to 20 people per team is that about right?
Commissioner Moriarty
Correct.
Commissioner Shea
16, 20, so you get 20, so you got maybe 40. You got 7 and 7 although there's people on the bench
in soccer too, so I don't know that's a tough thing. I just wonder if there's really going to be that
much more of a need for parking with this use over what's happening there now was that
discussed to it too much of an extent?
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
Just we did kind of the same back of the envelope type calculation that you did, and you know. I
not knowing exactly I believe the uses will be similar I think the parking was more to address the
existing need which will you know continue especially with soccer which is probably more
popular right now than baseball. So, it'd probably be more heavily utilized despite the number of
team numbers would be my expectation.
Commissioner Shea
And then I have one more thing - would it be possible for this site to be used as a lacrosse field
or would that require some additional like safety considerations as far as like the balls and the
windows nearby and all that stuff?
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Dan Hudson, City Engineer
I'd defer that question to the park superintendent.
Bryan Conant
I think it would depend on the age. I don't think this field is, I'll have to look into that. Off the top
of my head I think this field would be long enough for some lacrosse age groups to use and not
long enough for others just like it is for soccer currently right now the 7 on 7 would really be for
youth this isn't long enough for high school regulation or anything like that so I believe that's the
correct answer
Commissioner Shea
Thank you it's not necessarily pertaining to this but on the topic of lacrosse, I got a call from a
constituent who is interested in seeing us invest more attention to that sport and creating
opportunities for fields in play space for that which I thought was a fair observation on his part
that we're not doing enough to support that sport especially where it's a sport where there's a lot
of opportunity for scholarships and it's just another way for kids to get out there and play. Do just
airing my thoughts I'd like us to look more at what we can do. We've attended a lot to soccer and
I understand that soccer's popular. We've attended a lot to baseball and I think that baseball has a
more distant and entrenched level of support in the community so that kind of feeds itself and
gets the support that it's need it needs but whether it's here or elsewhere I'd like us to look more
at what we can do to support lacrosse players. Thank you.
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
And Commissioner Lemen brought that to my attention and we're working on that now, so I
know that Lauren Byers and Jeff Disalvo were discussing that as we'll be working on that so.
Commissioner Shea
Thank you so much.
Mayor Donchess
So, the pending motion is to approve. Anyone else?
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

Mayor Donchess
Two things we could go back we have a little bit more information regarding the 57 Factory
Street request. The request was that the answer the information is that there was an attempt to
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contact Dalianis. They did call Dalianis, but they didn't get an answer. No response. Nothing
Clock Tower, I think it's a lot closer to Dalianis. That's probably the reason for that we could
approve it subject to the Director being satisfied that Dalianis and Clock Tower are okay with the
location. That's a possibility. The second item is we're being told Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
Excuse me, I just received word from Director Cummings that Clock Tower is all set that he just
spoke with them.
Mayor Donchess
So, Clock Tower is alright. It's not really close to Clock Tower so that I don't you know, it's not a
surprise. So, we could have motion subject to the Director being satisfied that Dalianis House is
okay with it. That's a possibility. Commissioner Moriarty.
Commissioner Moriarty
Mayor would it be possible to approve your contingent upon fire department approval?
Mayor Donchess
Now we could do that as well. Yes. Yes, to both. So that could be a motion. Commissioner.
Commissioner Shea
I am good with that. I think that as long as that that conversation has been had with all those
parties I'm happy with it. The one thing I would request be adjusted would be the use of some
manner of privacy fencing that is completely occlusive and taller than the height of the
dumpsters so that they are not visible from the Riverwalk.
Mayor Donchess
And Mr. Gleeson did you hear that?
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Yes.
Mayor Donchess
And do you have any issue with that?
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
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None.
Mayor Donchess
Alright. Well I think the motion made by Commissioner Moriarty is to approve subject to the
Director Fauteux being satisfied that the fire department and Dalianis House are approving not
objecting to this idea
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Okay.
Mayor Donchess
And with the privacy fence. Is there discussion?
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Sorry is that the fire marshal I would talk to?
Mayor Donchess
Well who's going to initiate?
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
I'll facilitate that.
Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Thank you. Thank you.
Mayor Donchess
Any discussion on that motion?
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

Denis Gleeson, 17 Gregg Road
Thank you very much, I appreciate it.
Mayor Donchess
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Now this other item that has come up. You recall that we normally meet upstairs, obviously you
recall that. The reason we had to move down here is there's technical problem up there with the
amplification. There's a meeting after this here. Now of course we didn't plan for this because
you know we didn't know the system upstairs wasn't going to be working. They're saying that
they need us to finish up by 6 o'clock. Right?
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
Yes
Mayor Donchess
Video
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
We're trying to get to 6:30 but they had asked us to wrap up around 6.
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
Yeah, I think there’s budget at seven.
Mayor Donchess
Yeah alright well let's go on to we could. At some point if we don't reach everything suspend
items till the next meeting, but why don't we take another some more items and see what
happens.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
Quick question for Mayor Donchess
Yes, commissioner er, yes Mr. Hudson?
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
Question for the Director. Director would you like to hold Item G and skip to yes skip to H?
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
Yes please. Okay so G is going to be held, we're skipping to H.
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Mayor Donchess
Alright item H. Commissioner Lemen.
Motion by Commissioner Lemen: To abolish the Assistant Construction Engineer position
and create a DPW Permits Coordinator Position in the City Engineering Department. Funding
will be through: Department: 160-Admin/Engineering; Fund: General Fund; Account
Classification: Wages Full Time; Department: 169-Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater Account
Classification: Wages Full Time.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
So again, Dan Hudson, City Engineer. So, I think the description is fairly self-explanatory. I just
would say that we have an assistant construction engineer position which we've had vacant for
almost a year. I really haven't had much interest or qualified candidates. That position did some
engineering duties related to construction. So, what the proposal is, is to create a permits
coordinator position. Engineering does a lot of permitting. You know anytime anybody
excavates in the right of way, you need a permit. You want to encumber the right way, you
know, because you're going to block it up. Because you're cutting trees or anything like that
comes through engineering for permitting. Currently those permitting efforts will be included by
our staff engineers, so the thought here is that we create a dedicated position to permitting which
is certainly a full-time position and then allow, you know, take those duties off our staff
engineers so they can do more traditional engineering work in support of our senior staff
engineers. I'd be happy to answer any questions.
Mayor Donchess
Discussion?
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

Item I: informational: street opening permits. Anybody have any questions on that? I don't see
anything. Thank you, Mr. Hudson. Thank you.
X. ADMINISTRATION
Mayor Donchess
We're now on to administration Commissioner Moriarty.
Motion by Commissioner Moriarty:
To consider the request from resident Denise
Muccioli of 6 Midhurst Road to speak for up to 15 minutes during public comment at the July
28, 2022 Board of Public Works Meeting.
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Alright, discussion?
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
Mr. Mayor - what I think Mayor Donchess
Go ahead Mr. O'Brien.
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
Just for consideration, we on the Board of Aldermen have public comment and it's limited to 3
minutes unless somebody is coming in to testify. And then they are allowed to not only stand at
the podium but if you notice the Aldermanic meetings we allow them to sit. The only thing that
I'm going to caution you with this particular is what one board does has to be reflective to the
whole municipality. So therefore, I would recommend consulting legal because would your
agreement to this for somebody coming in and not speaking within the 3 minutes what would
happen in the case somebody says well they did it at the Board of Public Works, I can do it at the
Board of Aldermen. So, there should be some legitimate consistency. So, I wanted you to, I only
say it as a point to caution to take under consideration. And maybe the best way is probably to
get better legal advice than I’m giving you at this moment. So, thank you, Mr. Mayor.
Mayor Donchess
Alright, also it seems like the videographers are very concerned about going beyond 6 o'clock.
Commissioner Schoneman
Commissioner Schoneman
Very quickly I would like to know if the 3-minute rule is a legal rule or is that something that
was adopted without any kind of official legal statute. I think if a member of the public, if a
taxpayer wants to be heard 15 minutes out of one meeting she's done her due diligence to ask for
it, I don't think it's a big onerous request. I don't think it's going to have massive repercussions
through the city government. I say let her speak.
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Aldermanic Liaison
Well this is why, Mr. Mayor, if I may, and to be brief because I understand the videographer. But
from my understanding there is no state law that says the public has to speak per se, but we allow
it on the Board of Aldermen as a courtesy. So, this particular petitioner is asking for the courtesy,
my only point is consistency. So, like I say best to probably refer it to a legal authority.
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Mayor Donchess
Well I don't think there's a legal dimension here. I mean it could be 3 minutes, it could be 1
minute, it could be an hour. I mean a board can decide whatever they want on this. It could be
unlimited. But the decision we've made is 3 minutes. Now we're they're really really pressing for
us to finish up. Anyone have anything further to say on this item? Commissioner Shea.
Commissioner Shea
I would just say that they're under this example. There's really no extenuating circumstances and
the resident could certainly and has communicated extensively their position on the issue with
us. I would be concerned as far as our process and what we have generally allowed for with the
fact of approving this creating you know who are we deciding gets to speak for 15 minutes and
gets to speak for 3 minutes. It is my feeling that if we are going to you know have a standard we
should stick to that I understand that there was a proposal and that that was an item before us that
was more than 3 minutes for this project initially last session and that's something that the board
was considering. And you know I would not support this just for the simple fact of I don't want
to be deciding who and who doesn't speak for 15 minutes on an ongoing basis. I think that that
doesn't serve us well and the sentiment on this from the president has been well taken.
Mayor Donchess
Anything further?
MOTION FAILED: (Yay-Schoneman, Nay-Donchess, Moriarty, Shea, Lemen)
Alright now I think we in what not about I think in deference to our videographers who work
very hard, thank you Jeff sorry about the disturbance. Again, we would have been upstairs had
there not been technical problems up there. But in deference to them we should finish up. I
believe so without objection we will go to the non-public session because the Director says there
are some hires she would like to complete get approved for and not wait another month.
Commissioner Moriarty.
Moved by roll call that the board going to nonMotion by Commissioner Moriarty:
public session pursuant to RSA 91-83 IIb the hiring of any person as a public employee
Mayor Donchess
And does that have to be our roll call?
Lisa Fauteux, Director, Division of Public Works
Yes.
Mayor Donchess
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Yes
Commissioner Moriarty
Yes
Commissioner Schoneman
Yes
Commissioner Shea
Yes.
Commissioner Lemen
Yes.
Mayor Donchess
MOTION CARRIED.
We are now in an open session. Commissioner Moriarty.
Motion by Commissioner Moriarty:
Moved by roll call to seal the minutes of the Board
of Public Works personnel non-public meeting of June 16, 2022 until such time as the majority
of the board votes that the purpose of the confidentiality will no longer be served.
Mayor Donchess
Alright.
Mayor Donchess
Yes
Commissioner Moriarty
Yes
Commissioner Schoneman
Yes
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Commissioner Shea
Yes.
Commissioner Lemen
Yes.
Mayor Donchess
Thank you, Commissioner Moriarty. Are we turning motion to adjourn?
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
The meeting is adjourned at 6:11 p.m.
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Division of Public Works
Engineering Department

Board of Public Works Meeting of July 28, 2022
Engineering Department
Agenda
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Discussion: Changes to traffic patterns in the vicinity of the Franklin Street School
Motion: To approve the Sewer Service Permits and Fees as submitted.
Motion: To approve Pole License Petitions #21-1621, #21-1622
Motion: To approve the construction contract for Siphon Rehabilitation with Insituform
Technologies LLC of Chesterfield, MO in an amount of $1,173,000. Funding will be
through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Bond; Activity: Sewer Infrastructure
Improvements.
Motion: To approve Change Order No. 1 to the 2022 Sewer Replacement Project with
SUR Construction West, Inc. of Winchester, NH for an amount not to exceed $500,000.
Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Bond; Activity: Sewer
Infrastructure Improvements.
Motion: To approve Change Order No. 2 for the Canal St Bridge Construction Repairs
contract in an amount of $34,000. Funding will be through Departments 160
Admin/Engineering & 161 Street; Funds: Capital & Grant; Activities: Infrastructure
Improvements & Highway Block Grant.
Motion: To approve the construction contract for the 2022 Sidewalk Curb Ramps
Replacement Project with William P. Davis Excavation, LLC of Hampton, NH in an
amount of $380.220. Funding will be through Department: 160 Admin/Engineering; Fund:
Bond; Activity: Paving.
Informational: Street Opening Permits issued for Streets in Moratorium
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City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

From:

Daniel Hudson, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

A. Discussion: Changes to traffic patterns in the vicinity of the Franklin Street School
Attachments: Approved Legislation and Conceptual drawing of the Proposed Traffic Patterns
Discussion:

The School Department, parents, and the public has expressed concern about the
existing traffic patterns and resulting safety issues surrounding bus drop off/pick
up, parent drop off/pick up, and traffic flow in the area of the Franklin Street School,
particularly on Franklin Street and Charles Street, where the existing roadway
width is insufficient to allow for concurrent drop offs (with queuing) and two-way
traffic flow.
To improve safety in this area, the following ordinance changes were enacted by
the Board of Aldermen under O-22-020:
Modify the following street segments to one-way:
Name of Street
Charles Street
Franklin Street
Locust Street
Winter Street

Direction
Northerly
Westerly
Southerly
Easterly

Location
From Franklin Street to Locust Street
From Locust Street to Franklin Street
From Winter Street to Franklin Street
From Charles Street to Locust Street

Associated changes include:
Removing the existing stop sign on Charles Street at the northwest corner of its
intersection with Franklin Street.
Adding a stop sign on Locust Street at the northwest corner of its intersection with
Franklin Street.
Removal of existing signage, installation of new signage to implement the one-way
streets (do not enter, one-way, etc.), removal of existing conflicting pavement
markings, and addition of new pavement markings.
A conceptual drawing of the proposed traffic patterns is attached, as well as a copy
of the approved legislation.

AMENDED

O-22-020

ORDINANCE
ESTABLISHING ONE-WAY STREETS AND CHANGING THE STOP INTERSECTIONS
NEAR THE FRANKLIN STREET SCHOOL

CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year Two Thousand and Twenty-Two
The City of Nashua ordains that Part II “General Legislation”, Chapter 320 “Vehicles
and Traffic”, of the Nashua Revised Ordinances, as amended, be hereby further amended as
follows:
1.
In Article VII "One-Way Streets", Section 320-27 "One-way streets at all times",
add the following new underlined language in the appropriate alphabetical order:
“§ 320-27. One-way streets at all times.
The following streets are hereby designated as one-way streets:
Name of Street

Direction of Travel

Location

Charles Street

Northerly

From Franklin Street to Terrace Street

Franklin Street

Westerly

From Locust Street to Charles Street

Locust Street

Southerly

From Winter Street to Franklin Street

Winter Street

Easterly

From Charles Street to Locust Street”

…

2.
In Article III “Stop and Yield Intersections”, Section 320-4 “Stop intersections”,
subsection D, delete the struck-through language and add the new underlined language as
shown:
“§ 320-4. Stop intersections.
…
D. The following intersections are hereby designated as stop or through streets, and

ORDINANCE

JULY 18, 2022 PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO O-22-020

authority is hereby granted for the erection of a stop sign at the corner so designated in
accordance with the tenor of this chapter:
Stop Sign on

Sign Location

At Intersection of

Charles Street

Northwest Corner

Franklin Street

Locust Street

Northwest Corner

Franklin Street”

…

All ordinances or parts of ordinances inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.
This ordinance shall become effective at the time of removal and/or installation of the necessary
sign(s) and/or device(s).
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City of Nashua, Public Works Division

Daniel Hudson, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

Sewer Service Permits

B. Motion:

To approve the Sewer Service Permits and Fees as submitted.

Discussion:

Below is a list of Sewer Service Permits issued for the period June 1 to June 30, 2022.

Fees

24191

65 Bowers St
Lot: 19-119
Acct: 4026

Charles & Anna
Boghigian Rev
Trust

Residential /
New
connection

$295.00

X

24189

455 South Main St
Lot: 112-125
Acct: 52512

Stellos Family
Investment
Properties

Residential /
New
Connection

$295.00

X

24190

8 Blackstone Dr
Lot: H-653
Acct: 52520

75 Deerwood
Dr, LLC

Residential
(18 Units) /
New
Connection

$5,310.00

X

Total

$5,900.00

Date

6/9/2022

6/10/2022

Entrance

Comments
(Residential
or
Commercial)

Repair

Location Address

Resident Name/
Company
Name

Permit
No.

Record Only

From:

6/13/2022

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

Betterment

Board of Public Works

Connection

To:

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works Meeting

Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Daniel Hudson, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

Pole License Petitions

C. Motion:

To approve the following Pole License Petitions: #21-1621, #21-1622.

Discussion:

The Engineering Department received the following pole license petitions:
•

PSNH and Consolidated Communications # 21-1621: 292B/130,
292B/131, for two poles on Concord Street.

•

PSNH and Consolidated Communications # 21-1622: 176A/1,
176A/2, 176A/3, 176A/3PB, 176A/4, 176A/5, 176A/5PB, 176A/6 for
eight poles on DiAntonio Drive.

The City Surveyor has reviewed the plans and field installations and recommends
approval of these pole license petitions.

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Daniel Hudson, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

2022 Sewer Rehabilitation – Siphon Rehabilitation Construction

D. Motion:

To approve the construction contract for Siphon Rehabilitation with Insituform
Technologies LLC of Chesterfield, MO in an amount of $1,173,000. Funding will
be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Bond; Activity: Sewer
Infrastructure Improvements.

Discussion:

During Phase 1 of the Capacity, Management, Operation and Maintenance
(CMOM) program, eight locations where inverted sewer siphons convey
wastewater from one side of a waterway to the other side were cleaned and
inspected using closed circuit television (CCTV). Fourteen of the 22 siphon
sections, ranging in size from 8 inches to 36 inches, were identified with
deficiencies that include cracks, erosion of cement lining, corrosion, holes, and
exposed rebar. Rehabilitation of these pipes will be completed using cured-in-place
pipe lining (CIPP) methods. Strategies to temporarily redirect wastewater flow
through different barrels are required to make the repairs. Access to these sites with
lining equipment will be a challenge and will likely require tree and vegetation
removal.
This project was advertised for bid on June 14, 2022. A mandatory prebid meeting
was held on June 23, 2022 and three contractors attended. On July 14, 2022, the
following bids were received:
Insituform Technologies LLC of Chesterfield, MO
National Water Main Cleaning Co. of Boston, MA

$1,173,000
$1,337,750

Insituform Technologies at a bid price of $1,173,000.00 is the qualified low bidder.

Their references have been checked by engineering consultant Hazen.

City of Nashua, Public Works Division

To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Daniel Hudson, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

2022 Sewer Replacement Project – SUR West Change Order No. 1

E. Motion:

To approve Change Order No. 1 to the 2022 Sewer Replacement Project with SUR
Construction West, Inc. of Winchester, NH for an amount not to exceed $500,000.
Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Bond; Activity: Sewer
Infrastructure Improvements.

Discussion:

SUR Construction West (SUR) was contracted for the 2022 Sewer Replacement work.
SUR has been completing sewer rehabilitation projects for the City since 2020, and we
have found their work to be excellent and reasonably priced. Through ongoing Closed
Circuit Television (CCTV) pipe inspection work, we anticipate finding additional sewer
and drain pipe that needs immediate repair or replacement. The purpose of this Change
Order No. 1 is to expand SUR’s contract to allow for replacement of additional
deteriorated pipes and structures, as needed.

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Daniel Hudson, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

Canal St Bridge Repairs – Change Order No. 2

F. Motion:

To approve Change Order No. 2 for the Canal St Bridge Construction Repairs
contract in an amount of $34,000. Funding will be through Departments 160
Admin/Engineering & 161 Street; Funds: Capital & Grant; Activities:
Infrastructure Improvements & Highway Block Grant.

Discussion:

The Canal Street Bridge over the Nashua River is part of a critical east-west arterial
roadway traversed by approximately 30,000 vehicles per day. NHDOT periodically
inspects the bridge and has given it a rating of poor for the substructure, due to
concrete issues at the east abutment and center pier. Repairs to a portion of the
bridge barrier are also necessary. Engineering consultant Fuss & O'Neill, contracted
by Engineering, provided the design of the repairs and is currently providing
construction services. New England Infrastructure, Inc. of Hudson, MA is
contracted for the construction repair work. A Notice to Proceed was issued for
work to start on June 16, 2022 and work is currently underway.
The original contract amount to New England Infrastructure was $373,750.
Following the start of construction, during low water conditions, we have observed
that the necessary repair areas have grown since their assessment at the time of
design. Concrete distresses in both the east abutment and center pier have increased.
In addition, a concrete sidewalk in proximity of the work has cracked and needs
replacement. A Change Order No. 1 for $23,561.86 was administratively approved
for the water diversion work necessary for the additional pier repairs and for the
sidewalk repairs.
This proposed Change Order No. 2 consists of three parts:
• Concrete preparation (removal of weak concrete): $12,000
• New concrete placement: $12,000
• Allowance for unforeseen repairs needed: $10,000
The allowance is being added due to some remaining uncertainty of full scope of
necessary repairs, which can only be fully investigated once the additional
dewatering is complete and the structure is fully visible. With Change Order No. 2
approval, the amended construction contract total will be $431,311.86. All work is
expected to be completed this year.

City of Nashua, Public Works Division

To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Daniel Hudson, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

2022 Sidewalk Curb Ramps Replacement Project

G. Motion:

To approve the construction contract for the 2022 Sidewalk Curb Ramps Replacement
Project with William P. Davis Excavation, LLC of Hampton, NH in an amount of
$380.220. Funding will be through Department: 160 Admin/Engineering; Fund: Bond;
Activity: Paving.

Discussion:

The 2022 Sidewalk Curb Ramp Replacement Project was developed to replace curb
ramps on planned paving streets in advance of paving work to expedite paving operations.
The project was advertised for bids on March 16th and was originally slated to reconstruct
approximately 60 sidewalk landings on Summer Street, Berkeley Street, and Harris Road,
including ADA compliance improvements, resetting curb, and reconstruction of concrete
or bituminous sidewalk to match the surrounding area. One bid was received on April
6th from William P. Davis Excavation in an amount of $594,620.
Following bidding, we have elected to revise the proposed work to remove work on
Summer Street, Berkeley Street, and Harris Road and replace it with 20 curb ramps on
on East Dunstable Road and 14 landings on Manchester Street at a negotiated contract
value of $380,220.
William P. Davis is an established local contractor who has previously performed well
on projects at the Wastewater Treatment Plant and the Merrimack River Levee.

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

From:

Daniel Hudson, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

H. Informational:
Discussion:

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

Street Opening Permits issued for Streets in Moratorium

Below is a list of Street Opening Permits issued for streets in moratorium for the
period of June 1 to June 30, 2022.

Date
Approved

Permit
No.

Excavation Location

Last
Paved

Company Name

Type of Work

06/16/2022

22-417

25 Massachusetts Dr

2017

Liberty Utilities

Grade 2 Leak

06/16/2022

22-419

38 Robinhood Dr

2019

Liberty Utilities

Grade 2 leak

06/22/2022

22-450

5 Westray Dr

2020

Pennichuck Water
Works

Water Leak

06/23/2022

22-455

10 Pell Ave

2018

Liberty Utilities

Grade 2 Leak

06/23/2022

22-458

504 Amherst St

2019

Liberty Utilities

Grade 2 Leak

06/30/2022

22-479

1 Cheshire St

2022

Pennichuck Water
Works

Emergency Water
Leak

06/30/2022

22-480

596 West Hollis St

2019

Emergency Water
Leak

06/30/2022

22-497

455 Amherst St @
Sunapee St

2019

Pennichuck Water
Works
SUR Construction
West, Inc / Pennichuck
Water Works

Emergency Water
Main Replacement

Division of Public Works
Street Department

Board of Public Works Meeting of July 28, 2022
Street Department

Agenda
A. Motion: To approve the purchase of asphalt and aggregates from Brox
Industries of Hudson, NH and Continental Paving of Londonderry, NH in the amount of
$144,500. Funding will be through Department: 161 Streets; Fund: General; Account
Classification: 61 Supplies and Materials.

9 Stadium Drive • Nashua, New Hampshire 03060 • Phone (603) 589-4750 • Fax (603) 594-3396

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Jonathan Ibarra, Superintendent
Street Department

Re:

Brox and Continental

A Motion:

To approve the purchase of asphalt and aggregates from Brox Industries
of Hudson, NH and Continental Paving of Londonderry, NH in the amount
of $144,500. Funding will be through Department: 161 Streets; Fund:
General; Account Classification: 61 Supplies and Materials.

Attachment: Schedule of Prices
Discussion:

Brox industries and Continental paving has been the City’s supplier of asphalt and
aggregate products for several years and continue to meet the City’s needs. As
local vendors the close proximity of their facilities has saved the City valuable
time when completing daily projects. In the early spring and late fall the only
plant open is often Brox in Dracut, MA. The asphalt we are seeking approval for
is used for filling pot holes, our mill and fill program, fill around catch basins and
for small paving projects done by the Street Department. This is not part of the
paving program.

Contractor’s Price List
Continental Paving – Londonderry - Quarry
&
Litchfield Sand & Gravel – Litchfield - Quarry
Prices subject to change without notice

Product

Prices Effective: April 1, 2020

Per Ton F.O.B.

1½” Crushed Stone (washed septic stone)
¾” Crushed Stone

$10.40
$10.40

½”

$10.40
$11.10
$ 9.50
$ 9.50
$ 9.00

Crushed Stone

3/8” Crushed Stone

3” to 4” Erosion Stone
6” Erosion Stone
Rip-Rap Stone

¾” Crushed Gravel

$ 7.50
1½” Crushed Gravel
$ 7.90
2” Crushed Gravel
(NH DOT 304.3)
$ 7.90
2” Crushed Stone Base (NH DOT 304.4)
$ 8.10
3” Crushed Stone Base
$ 8.10
Bank Run Gravel (NH DOT 304.2) @ LSG $7.00 /ton at the West Rd. Pit $7.50 /ton
CPI-Pac
$ 7.50
Washed Stone Sand (Fine)
$11.00
Washed Stone Sand (Coarse)
$11.00
Bankrun Sand
$10.00 @ LSG only
Screened Sand
$11.00
Loam
$10.85
2” RAP (reprocessed asphalt product)
¾” RAP

$ 6.50
$ 8.50

Asphalt Price - Call for pricing (changes based on current liquid asphalt cost)

Continental Drive, Londonderry Scale House
Litchfield Sand & Gravel
Scale House
Truck Rental: 10 Wheeler $85.00/hr.

# 603-437-1103
# 603-424-6515

Tri-Axle $90.00 /hr.

Trailer $100.00 /hr.

Division of Public Works
Wastewater Department

Board of Public Works Meeting of July 28, 2022
Wastewater Department
Agenda
A. Motion: To approve the User Warrants as presented.
B. Motion: To approve change order 1 to the contract with John W. Egan Company for the
Primary and Secondary Digester Coating project in the amount not to exceed $61,400.
Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater; Activity:
Digester/Gas Tank Coating.
C. Motion: To approve the purchase of the Gorbel Road Ranger Fall Protection Unit from
Mass Crane and Hoist Services, Inc. of Tyngsboro, MA in the amount not to exceed
$46,202. Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater;
Activity: Davit ARM Replacement.

2 Sawmill Road • Nashua, New Hampshire 03060 • Phone (603) 589-3560 • Fax (603) 589-3474

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

David L. Boucher, Superintendent
Wastewater Department

Re:

Primary and Secondary Digester Coating Project-John W. Egan Co. Change
Order #1

B. Motion:

To approve change order 1 to the contract with John W. Egan Company for the
Primary and Secondary Digester Coating project in the amount not to exceed
$61,400. Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund:
Wastewater; Activity: Digester/Gas Tank Coating.

Discussion:

The primary digester and secondary digester coating project consists of coating
the primary digester, secondary digester, beams on stair-tower that have corrosion
on it, bridges between stair-tower and tanks, exterior metal ladder on the backside
of the energy recovery building, foundation of the secondary digester and new
gasket material around the base of metal on the gas tank.
As work progressed, other areas on or adjacent to the tanks were found to be in
need of restoration that could be added to this project. These items are coating the
metal skirt above the concrete foundation wall on the primary digester, coating an
exterior ladder on the dechlor building, coating a pipe lateral off the raw sewage
forcemain in wet weather building, restoring deteriorated roof top concrete on the
CSO002 structure, clean and seal outer concrete ring-wall on primary digester,
and replace safety chain link fence on top of secondary digester. Egan’s estimated
costs for these items comes to $61,400.
The original contract amount if for $339,500. The new contract amount with CO1
approved comes to $400,900.

June 13th, 2022
City of Nashua, New Hampshire
229 Main Street
Nashua, NH 03060-2019
Attn: William “Bill” Keating
Facility Engineer
Re:

WWTP Primary & Secondary Digester Coatings
IFB1092-010522

Subject: COR#801r1 – Miscellaneous Changes
Dear Mr. Keating,
We are please to provide you with the following proposal for the referenced project:
1) Primary Digester Metal Skirt Wall
A. Price: $11,300.00
B. Scope: ~2110 SF. Power wash and recoat – 2cts of Sherwin-Williams SherCryl 1300 SemiGloss
C. Color: “Alfalfa” TN105GN
2) Ladder on DeChlor Building
A. Price: $9,700.00
B. Scope: 20.2’ heigh, 2’ wide, cage from 6’ up to top of ladder. Sandblast & repaint. Same paint
system and color as Energy Recovery Building Stairway (Contract Alt A)
C. Color: ANSI #70 Gray
3) Wet Weather Raw Sewage Pipe Lateral
A. Price: $850.00
B. Scope: Power tool clean, prime, intermediate & finish paint with same coating system as
secondary digester steel.
C. Color: To be determined
4) Concrete Deck Coating at CSO#002
A. Price: $29,850.00 (Not to Exceed)
B. Scope:
i. Surface Preparation:
a. Clean existing concrete roof of CSO#002 of dirt, debris, vegetation, etc…
b. Remove existing concrete roof coating down to bare concrete via Ultra High
Pressure Water Jetting (“UHP”)

–2–

c. Remove existing unsound concrete down to sound concrete via Ultra High
Pressure Water Jetting (“UHP”) to ICRI CSP 3-6
 Inclusive of 1x ~11’x~14’ area of highly deteriorated concrete assumed
to need full ~2” depth removal & repair
ii. Concrete Restoration/Repair
a. Restore existing concrete roof deck to original elevation/plane by patching and
resurfacing existing concrete flush & flat using Sherwin-Williams Duraplate
2300 waterbased epoxy cementitious repair mortar.
 Assumed ~2” depth at highly deteriorated area and ~3/16” at all other
areas
iii. Coatings Application
a. Primer: 1 coat Sherwin-Williams Macropoxy 646 FC epoxy @ 4-8mils DFT
b. Based Coat: Sherwin-Williams Sherloxane 800 Polysiloxane @ 4-8mils DFT
with full 20-40 mesh silica sand broadcast into wet resin until refusal
c. Grout Coat: Sherwin-Williams Sherloxane 800 Polysiloxane @ 4-8mils DFT
d. Finish Coat: Sherwin-Williams Sherloxane 800 Polysilozane at 4-6mils DFT
C. Color: “Bashful” TN 60BL
5) Primary Digester & Access Building Exterior Concrete Sealer
A. Price: $7,200
B. Scope: ~3510 SF. Power wash/clean existing concrete of Primary Digester Tank & Access
Building at grade and seal with clear concrete sealer – Sherwin Williams ConFlex 7% Siloxane
Water Repellent.
C. Color: Clear
6) Secondary Digester Roof Fencing
A. Price: $2,500.00
B. Scope: Remove & Dispose of 140’ LF of 3.5’ Chain link fence at roof of Secondary Digester.
Replace in kind with new 9-gauge Vinyl Coated Chain link fencing
C. Color: Black
Total Cost: $61,400.00
Clarifications:
- Price is based upon:
o Work being performed in 2022
o Work being performed in same phase/mobilization as Contract work
o Pricing good until end of business 8/1/22
- Premium time (Excluded)
- Unforeseen structural repairs of concrete roof slab, if encountered (Excluded)
- Surface preparation & painting of valve operators & embedded manhole covers (Excluded)
Sincerely,
Robert “Junior” Belisle
Sr. Project Manager & Field Operations Manager
John W. Egan Co., Inc.
NACE/AMPP Senior Certified Coatings Inspector #32581
SSPC Concrete Coatings Inspector (CCI) #67825

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

David L. Boucher, Superintendent
Wastewater Department

Re:

Safety Equipment Purchase

C. Motion:

To approve the purchase of the Gorbel Road Ranger Fall Protection Unit from
Mass Crane and Hoist Services, Inc. of Tyngsboro, MA in the amount not to
exceed $46,202. Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund:
Wastewater; Activity: Davit ARM Replacement.

Discussion:

The Wastewater Department has unique safety needs, with many tanks being
greater than 20 feet in depth and requiring personnel entry in order to clean and
maintain the structures. Recently we began a Facility wide project to increase
safety in the way we enter tanks and pump stations, with the installation of Davit
arms in the Wet Weather Facility Screening Upgrade, the Primary Upgrade, and
the Pump Station Upgrade.
In order to easily and cost effectively address the safety in the majority of areas,
the wastewater department would like to purchase a mobile fall protection unit.
The Facility explored two units, each that would meet the needs of the Facility.
One unit is the Gorbel Road Ranger, the other being the Malta Dynamics X1250.
We could not find a third comparable unit. The Gorbel Road Ranger has a lower
cost and meets the application needs of the Facility, making this the
recommended purchase. The quote received for the Gorbel Road Ranger was
from Mass Crane and Hoist for $46,202, which includes delivery.

Company
Safe Rescue
Mass Crane and Hoist

Unit
X1250 Mobile Grabber
Gorbel Road Ranger

Quote
$52,000
$46,202

Division of Public Works
Parks & Recreation Department

Board of Public Works Meeting of July 28, 2022
Parks & Recreation Department
Agenda
A. Motion:

B. Motion:

To approve the purchase of a 2022 light structure system including LED lights for
Labine Park from Musco Sports Lighting of Oskaloosa, IA in the amount of
$265,721 pursuant to the Sourcewell Contract #07619-MSL. Funding will be
through Department: 177 Parks & Recreation; Fund: Trust; Account Category: 71
Equipment.
To approve the purchase of a new playground structure and playground
equipment for St. Andrews Park from Miracle Recreation Equipment Company of
Monet, MO for a total cost of $108,582.47 pursuant to the Sourcewell Contract
#010521-LTS. Funding will be through Department: 177 Parks & Recreation;
Fund: Capital; Activity: Citywide Playground.

100 Concord Street • Nashua, New Hampshire 03060 • Phone (603) 589-3370 • Fax (603) 589-3465

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Bryan Conant, Superintendent
Parks and Recreation Department

Re:

Purchase of a Lighting Structure System for Labine softball field.

Motion A:

To approve the purchase of a 2022 light structure system including LED lights for
Labine Park from Musco Sports Lighting of Oskaloosa, IA in the amount of
$265,721 pursuant to the Sourcewell Contract #07619-MSL. Funding will be
through Department: 177 Parks & Recreation; Fund: Trust; Account Category: 71
Equipment.

Attachments: Quote for Lighting at Labine softball field
Discussion:

The current lights at the softball field are extremely old. The lights cannot be
adjusted because the brackets have corroded. This causes the lights to shine in
players faces creating blind spots which creates a very hazardous playing
environment. The current electrical infrastructure is extremely dated. The fuse
box for the lights currently is mounted on an outfield pole leaving it very exposed
which creates a hazardous situation.
The lighting system proposed will be all LED lights which will save money in
terms of operational cost. The light system will come with Control-link an “APP”
which will allow staff to control and monitor the system remotely whether turning
it off and on or controlling the dimming controls.

Quote
Date: 7/15/22
To: Bryan Conant

Project: Labine Park Softball
Nashua, NG
Ref: 208204
Sourcewell
Master Project: 199030, Contract Number: 071619-MSL, Expiration: 08/27/2023
Category: Sports lighting with related supplies and services
All purchase orders should note the following:
Sourcewell purchase – contract number: 071619-MSL

Quotation Price – Materials Delivered to Job Site and Installation

Lighting
Softball Field - ............................................................................................... $ 265,721.00
Sales tax not included.
Pricing furnished is effective for 60 days unless otherwise noted and is considered confidential.

Light-Structure System™ with Total Light Control – TLC for LED™ technology
Guaranteed Lighting Performance
• Guaranteed light levels of 30/20fc and uniformity of 2:1 / 3:1
• BallTracker® technology – targeted light, optimizing visibility of the ball in play with no glare in the players
typical line-of-sight
System Description
• 6 Pre-cast concrete bases with integrated lightning grounding
• 6 Galvanized steel poles
• Factory wired and tested remote electrical component enclosures
• Pole length, factory assembled wire harnesses
• Factory wired poletop luminaire assemblies
• Factory aimed and assembled luminaires, including BallTracker® luminaires
• UL Listed assemblies
Control Systems and Services
• Lighting contactor cabinet to provide onsite on/off control
• Control-Link® control and monitoring system to provide remote on/off and dimming (high/medium/low)
control and performance monitoring with 24/7 customer support
Operation and Warranty Services
• Product assurance and warranty program that covers materials and onsite labor, eliminating 100% of your
maintenance costs for 25 years
• Support from Musco’s Lighting Services Team – over 170 Team members dedicated to operating and
maintaining your lighting system – plus a network of 1800+ contractors

2016, 2021 Musco Sports Lighting, LLC
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M-2168-enUS-10

Quote

Installation Services Provided
Customer Responsibilities:
1. Complete access to the site for construction utilizing standard 2-wheel drive rubber tire equipment.
2. Locate existing underground utilities not covered by your local utilities. (i.e. water lines, electrical lines,
irrigation systems, and sprinkler heads). Musco or Subcontractor will not be responsible for repairs to
unmarked utilities.
3. Locate and mark field reference points per Musco supplied layout. (i.e. home plate, center of FB field)
4. Pay for extra costs associated with foundation excavation in non-standard soils (rock, caliche, high water
table, collapsing holes, etc.) or soils not defined in geo-technical report. Standard soils are defined as
soils that can be excavated using standard earth auguring equipment.
5. Pay any power company fees and requirements.
6. Pay all permitting fees and obtain the required electrical permitting.
7. Provide area on site for disposal of spoils from foundation excavation.
8. Provide area on site for dumpsters.
9. Provide sealed Electrical Plans. (If required)
Musco Responsibilities:
1. Provide required foundations, poles, electrical enclosures, luminaires, wire harnesses, and control
cabinets.
2. Provide layout of pole locations and aiming diagram.
3. Provide Contract Management as required.
4. Provide stamped foundation designs based on soils that meet or exceed those of a Class 5 material as
defined by 2018 IBC Table 1806.2.
5. Assist our installing subcontractor and ensure our responsibilities are satisfied.
Subcontractor Responsibilities
General:
1. Obtain any required permitting.
2. Contact your local udig for locating underground public utilities and then confirm they have been clearly
marked.
3. Contact the facility owner/manager to confirm the existing private underground utilities and irrigation
systems have been located and are clearly marked to avoid damage from construction equipment. Notify
owner and repair damage to marked utilities. Notify owner and Musco regarding damage which occurred
to unmarked utilities.
4. Provide labor, equipment, and materials to off load equipment at jobsite per scheduled delivery.
5. Provide storage containers for material, (including electrical components enclosures), as needed.
6. Provide necessary waste disposal and daily cleanup.
7. Provide adequate security to protect Musco delivered products from theft, vandalism or damage during
the installation.
8. Keep all heavy equipment off playing fields when possible. Repair damage to grounds which exceeds that
which would be expected. Indentations caused by heavy equipment traveling over dry ground would be
an example of expected damage. Ruts and sod damage caused by equipment traveling over wet grounds
would be an example of damage requiring repair.
9. Provide startup and aiming as required to provide complete and operating sports lighting system.

2016, 2021 Musco Sports Lighting, LLC
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Quote
10. Installation to commence upon delivery and proceed without interruption until complete. Notify Musco
immediately of any breaks in schedule or delays.

Foundations, Poles, and Luminaires:
1. Mark and confirm pole locations per the aiming diagram provided. If there are any issues, immediately
notify your Musco Project Manager.
2. Provide labor, materials, and equipment to install 6 LSS foundations as specified on Layout and per the
stamped foundation drawings, if applicable.
3. Remove spoils to owner designated location at jobsite.
4. Provide labor, materials, and equipment to assemble Musco TLC-LED luminaires, electrical component
enclosures, poles, and pole harnesses.
5. Provide labor, equipment, and materials to erect 6 dressed LSS Poles and aim utilizing the pole
alignment beam.
Electrical:
1. Provide labor, materials, and equipment to install new 200 amp electrical service panels as required.
2. Provide labor, materials, and equipment to install all underground conduit, wiring, pull boxes etc. and
terminate wiring as required.
3. Provide as-built drawings on completion of installation, (if required).
Control System:
1. Provide labor, equipment, and materials to install Musco control and monitoring cabinets and terminate
all necessary wiring.
2. Provide a dedicated 120 V 20 A controls circuit or a step-down transformer for 120 V control circuit if not
available.
3. Check all zones to make sure they work in both auto and manual mode.
4. Commission Control-Link® by contacting Control-Link Central™ at 877-347-3319.

Payment Terms
Musco’s Credit Department will provide payment terms.
Email or fax a copy of the Purchase Order to Musco Sports Lighting, LLC:
Musco Sports Lighting, LLC
Attn: Amanda Hudnut
Fax: 800-374-6402
Email: musco.contracts@musco.com
All purchase orders should note the following:
Sourcewell purchase – contract number: 071619-MSL

Delivery Timing
6 - 8 weeks for delivery of materials to the job site from the time of order, submittal approval, and confirmation of order
details including voltage, phase, and pole locations.

2016, 2021 Musco Sports Lighting, LLC
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Quote
Due to the built-in custom light control per luminaire, pole locations need to be confirmed prior to production. Changes to
pole locations after the product is sent to production could result in additional charges.

Notes
Quote is based on:
• Shipment of entire project together to one location.
• Structural code and wind speed = 2015 IBC, 120 mi/h, Exposure C, Importance Factor 1.
• Owner is responsible for getting electrical power to the site, coordination with the utility, and any power company
fees.
• Includes supply and installation of Musco system including underground wiring and conduit, service entrance panel
board, and controls by a licensed contractor.
• Standard soil conditions – rock, bottomless, wet or unsuitable soil may require additional engineering, special
installation methods and additional cost.
• Confirmation of pole locations prior to production.

Thank you for considering Musco for your lighting needs. Please contact me with any questions or if you need additional
details.
Alan Grady
Sales Representative
Musco Sports Lighting, LLC
Phone: 207-604-8748
E-mail: Alan.Grady@Musco.com

2016, 2021 Musco Sports Lighting, LLC
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City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Bryan Conant, Superintendent Parks and Recreation

Re:

Purchase of New Playground Equipment for St. Andrews Park.

B. Motion:

To approve the purchase of a new playground structure and playground
equipment for St. Andrews Park from Miracle Recreation Equipment Company of
Monet, MO for a total cost of $108,582.47 pursuant to the Sourcewell Contract
#010521-LTS. Funding will be through Department: 177 Parks & Recreation;
Fund: Capital; Activity: Citywide Playground.

Attachments: Quote from Miracle Recreation Equip. Co. prepared by Pettinelli and Associates
Discussion:

The current playground equipment at St. Andrews Park is from the 1970’s and is
extremely old and outdated. The installation of the playground design proposed
will enhance the park tremendously. The new playground will provide different
elements for a wide age range and will include some inclusive pieces of
playground equipment as well.

Miracle Recreation Equip. Co.
878 E. US Hwy 60
Monett, MO 65708
1-888-458-2752

Prepared For:

Project Name & Location:

Project: R0071_44698585741_01

Prepared by:

Bryan
City of Nashua
100 Concord ST
Nashua, NH 03060
603-589-3362 (phone)
conantb@nashuanh.gov

Ship To Address:

QUOTE: R0071223423

PETTINELLI AND ASSOCIATES
PO BOX 5814
BURLINGTON, VT 05401
(800) 775-8154 (phone)
(802) 862-3112 (fax)
PLAYGRDBOB@AOL.COM
End User:

Bryan
City of Nashua
100 Concord ST
Nashua, NH 03060
603-589-3362 (phone)
conantb@nashuanh.gov
Quote Number:
Quote Date:
Valid For:

R0071223423
7/18/2022
30 Days From Quote Date

SOURCEWELL CONTRACT #010521-LTS

718S227J
Product line: TotsChoice
Age group: 5-12

Components
Part Number
7185019
7185029
7185039
7185494
718552
718553
718572

Description
(718S227J)
TRIANGLE DECK (ATTACHES TO 3 POSTS)
(718S227J)
SQUARE DECK (ATTACHES TO 4 POSTS)
(718S227J)
1/2 HEX FULL DECK (ATTACHES TO 4 POSTS)
(718S227J)
3 1/2" OD X 118" POST (4' DK)
(718S227J)
3 1/2" OD X 130" POST (3' TO 5' DKS)
(718S227J)
3 1/2" OD X 148" POST (5'6" TO 6' 6" DKS)
(718S227J)
3 1/2" OD X 138" POST ROOF (3'DK OR LESS)

7/18/2022

QUOTE: R0071223423

Qty
1

Weight

Unit Price

Total

1
4
2
7
2
6
Page 1 of 5

718574
7186616
7186705
7186707
718670M21
718721
7187306
718731
71875385
718782
7188053
7188135
71881553
7188156
7188161
7188172B
718845645
718851359
7188645SR
71887530
7189599
7189763
7189939
718999Z
718S227J

(718S227J)
3 1/2" OD X 180" POST ROOF (5'6"TO 6'6" DK)
(718S227J)
DNA CLIMBER (6' & 6'6" DK)
(718S227J)
CHAMELEON II RIGHT SECTION
(718S227J)
CHAMELEON II LONG STRAIGHT SECTION
(718S227J)
CHAM II DBL SLIDE ENTRY/EXIT (5'-6'6" DK)
(718S227J)
CANYON CLIMBER (3' & 5' DK)
(718S227J)
HEXAGON TREEHOUSE ROOF
(718S227J)
TRAP DOOR CLIMBER (3' & 5' DK)
(718S227J)
8' OVERHEAD GLIDER W/OUT POST
(718S227J)
CRUNCH STATION
(718S227J)
HULA CLIMBER GRND TO 3' DK
(718S227J)
DECK ENCL FOR OVERHEAD CLIMBER (ONLY)
(718S227J)
END LADDER 3' TOP RUNG FOR OH CLIMBER
(718S227J)
LOOK-OUT LADDER (6'6" DK)
(718S227J)
WIRE MESH ENCLOSURE
(718S227J)
BENCH PANEL (BELOW DECK)
(718S227J)
CARGO CLIMBER-OVER 4'W, TR 6'6" H
(718S227J)
SQ TRSFR POINT, OPN HR (3' DK)
(718S227J)
HANDRING BRIDGE "S" RH (ONLY)
(718S227J)
LOOK-OUT BUBBLE PANEL 30 DEGREE
(718S227J)
ADA STAIRS BTWN DECKS W/2' RISE CLSD HR
(718S227J)
BUMPER LADDER (3' DK)
(718S227J)
ADA STAIRS BTWN DECKS W/1'6" RISE
CUSTOMER SERVICE KIT (NO PRICE)
SALE - TOTS CHOICE 6 DECK SYSTEM

6
1
4
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7.00
6,760.00

0.00
41,999.00

Freestanding Items
Product line: Freestanding
Age group:

7/18/2022

QUOTE: R0071223423

Page

2

of

5

0.00
41,999.00

Components
Part Number
304W
4424
4482
4504
4508
925920Z
943
MRTP2023M

Description
SALE - TEN SPIN
WEBSCAPES PEGASUS 4M ACTIVITY NET
CAMEL BACK CLIMBER, DOUBLE
CONCERTO SPIN CABASAS MEDIUM
CONCERTO 5-CONGAS
TOUCH UP PAINT KIT - FREESTANDING (NO
PRICE)
MULTI-BOUNCER
MUSHROOM PATH STEPPER

Qty
1
1
1
1
1
1

Weight
1,000.00
470.00
275.00
70.00
80.00
2.00

Unit Price
3,399.00
18,849.00
2,532.00
1,160.00
3,870.00
0.00

Total
3,399.00
18,849.00
2,532.00
1,160.00
3,870.00
0.00

1
1

300.00
250.00

3,664.00
8,645.00

3,664.00
8,645.00

Qty
1

Weight
135.00

Unit Price
1,342.00

Total
1,342.00

2
1
1

10.00
15.00
165.00

137.00
202.00
1,456.00

274.00
202.00
1,456.00

1

145.00

1,035.00

1,035.00

Qty
1

Weight
0.00

Unit Price
0.00

Total
0.00

Qty
1
1
1

Weight
0.00
0.00
0.00

Unit Price
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total
0.00
0.00
0.00

Swings
Product line: Freestanding
Age group:

Components
Part Number
2740
2840
2990
7147352
7147352X

Description
SWG PART THERAPEUTIC SWG SEAT W/CHAIN
(8' TR)
SWG PART SLASH PROOF SEAT W/CHAIN (8' TR)
SWG PART TOT SEAT 360 DEG W/CHAIN (8' TR)
5" OD SINGLE POST SWG FRAME ONLY 2 SEATS
REQ
BAY EXTENSION FOR 5" OD SGL POST SWG
FRAME

RiskSign_Included
Product line: Freestanding
Age group:

Components
Part Number
787Z

Description
RISK MANAGEMENT SIGN - ENGLISH (NO PRICE)

Additional Items
Part Number
925961
926021
INSTALL
BOOK

Description
THUMB DRIVE 2GB - MREC
MREC CARD F/THUMB DRIVE
INSTALL BOOK FOR PP ORDERS

7/18/2022
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Parts By Other
Part Number
SURFACE
SW

Description
ENGINEERED WOOD FIBER
Spreading ENGINEERED WOOD FIBER

Qty
170
1

Weight
0.00
0.00

Unit Price
38.00
2,500.00

Total
6,460.00
2,500.00

Totals:
Equipment Weight:
Equipment List:
Discount Amount:
Equipment Price:
Freight:
Installation:
Products by Other:
SubTotal:
Estimated Sales Tax*:
Grand Total:

9,694.00 lbs
$88,427.00
-$15,400.00
$73,027.00
$1,595.47
$25,000.00
$8,960.00
$108,582.47
$0.00
$108,582.47

Notes:
This Quote shall not become a binding contract until signed and delivered by both Customer and Miracle Recreation Equipment Company
(“Miracle”). Sales Representative is not authorized to sign this Quote on behalf of Miracle or Customer, and signed Quotes cannot be accepted from
Sales Representative. To submit this offer, please sign below and forward a complete signed copy of this Quote directly to "Miracle Sales
Administration" via fax (417) 235-3551 or email: orders@miraclerec.com. Upon acceptance, Miracle will return a fully-signed copy of the Quote to
Customer (with copy to Sales Representative) via fax or email.
THIS QUOTE IS LIMITED TO AND GOVERNED BY THE TERMS CONTAINED HEREIN. Miracle objects to any other terms proposed by
Customer, in writing or otherwise, as material alterations, and all such proposed terms shall be void. Customer authorizes Miracle to ship the
Equipment and agrees to pay Miracle the total amount specified. Shipping terms are FOB the place of shipment via common carrier designated by
Miracle. Payment terms are Net-30 days from invoice date with approved credit and all charges are due and payable in full at PO Box 734154,
Dallas, TX 75373-4154, unless notified otherwise by Miracle in writing. Customer agrees to pay all additional service charges for past due
invoices. Customer must provide proper tax exemption certificates to Miracle, and shall promptly pay and discharge all otherwise applicable taxes,
license fees, levies and other impositions on the Equipment at its own expense. Purchase orders and payments should be made to the order of
Miracle Recreation Equipment Company.
Quote Number:

R0071223423

Quote Date:

7/18/2022

Equipment:

$88,427.00

Grand Total: $108,582.47

CUSTOMER HEREBY SUBMITS ITS OFFER TO PURCHASE THE EQUIPMENT ACCORDING TO THE TERMS STATED IN THIS QUOTE
AND SUBJECT TO FINAL APPROVAL BY MIRACLE.

Submitted By

Printed Name and Title

Date

THE FOREGOING QUOTE AND OFFER ARE HEREBY APPROVED AND ACCEPTED BY MIRACLE RECREATION EQUIPMENT
By:
Date:

ADDITIONAL TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE

7/18/2022
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1. Use & Maintenance. Customer agrees to regularly inspect and maintain the Equipment, and to provide, inspect and maintain appropriate
safety surfacing under and around the Equipment, in accordance with Miracle's product literature and the most current Consumer Product Safety
Commission Handbook for Public Playground Safety.
2. Default, Remedies & Delinquency Charges. Customer's failure to pay any invoice when due, or its failure to otherwise comply with the
terms of this Quote, shall constitute a default under all unsatisfied invoices ("Event of Default"). Upon an Event of Default, Miracle shall have all
remedies available to it at law or equity, including, without limitation, all remedies afforded a secured creditor under the Uniform Commercial Code.
Customer agrees to assist and cooperate with Miracle to accomplish its filing and enforcement of mechanic's or other liens with respect to the Equipment
or its location or its repossession of the Equipment, and Customer expressly waives all rights to possess the Equipment after an Event of Default. All
remedies are cumulative and not alternative, and no exercise by Miracle of a remedy will prohibit or waive the exercise of any other remedy. Customer
shall pay all reasonable attorneys fees plus any costs of collection incurred by Miracle in enforcing its rights hereunder. Subject to any limitations under
law, Customer shall pay to Miracle as liquidated damages, and not as a penalty, an amount equal to 1.5% per month of any payment that is delinquent
in such month and is not received by Miracle within ten (10) days after the date on which due.
3. Limitation of Warranty/ Indemnity. MIRACLE MAKES NO EQUIPMENT WARRANTIES EXCEPT FOR THOSE STANDARD
WARRANTIES ISSUED WITH THE EQUIPMENT, WHICH ARE INCORPORATED HEREIN BY THIS REFERENCE. MIRACLE SPECIFICALLY
DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND ANY LIABILITY FOR
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. CUSTOMER AGREES TO DEFEND, INDEMNIFY AND SAVE MIRACLE HARMLESS FROM ALL
CLAIMS OF ANY KIND FOR DAMAGES OF ANY KIND ARISING OUT OF CUSTOMERS ALTERATION OF THE EQUIPMENT, ITS FAILURE TO
MAINTAIN THE EQUIPMENT, ITS FAILURE TO PROPERLY SUPERVISE EQUIPMENT USE, OR ITS FAILURE TO PROVIDE AND MAINTAIN
APPROPRIATE TYPES AND DEPTHS OF SAFETY SURFACING BENEATH AND AROUND THE EQUIPMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIRACLES
INSTALLATION AND OWNERS MANUALS AND THE MOST CURRENT CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION HANDBOOK FOR PUBLIC
PLAYGROUND SAFETY.
4. Restrictions. Until all amounts due hereunder are paid in full, Customer shall not: (i) permit the Equipment to be levied upon or attached
under any legal process; (ii) transfer title to the Equipment or any of Customer's rights therein; or (iii) remove or permit the removal of the Equipment to
any location not specified in this Quote.
5. Purchase Money Security Interest. Customer hereby grants, pledges and assigns to Miracle, and Miracle hereby reserves a purchase
money security interest in, the Equipment in order to secure the payment and performance in full of all of Customer's obligations hereunder. Customer
agrees that Miracle may file one or more financing statements, in order to allow it to perfect, acquire and maintain a superior security interest in the
Equipment.
6. Choice of Law and Jurisdiction. All agreements between Customer and Miracle shall be interpreted, and the parties' obligations shall be
governed, by the laws of the State of Missouri without reference to its choice of law provisions. Customer hereby consents to the personal jurisdiction of
the state and federal courts located in the city and county of St. Louis, Missouri.
7. Title; Risk of Loss; Insurance. Miracle Retains full title to all Equipment until full payment is received by Miracle. Customer assumes all
risk of loss or destruction of or damage to the Equipment by reason of theft, fire, water, or any other cause, and the occurrence of any such casualty
shall not relieve the Customer from its obligations hereunder and under any invoices. Until all amounts due hereunder are paid in full, Customer shall
insure the Equipment against all such losses and casualties.
8. Waiver; Invalidity. Miracle may waive a default hereunder, or under any invoice or other agreement between Customer and Miracle, or
cure such a default at Customer's expense, but shall have no obligation to do either. No waiver shall be deemed to have taken place unless it is in
writing, signed by Miracle. Any one waiver shall not constitute a waiver of other defaults or the same kind of default at another time, or a forfeiture of
any rights provided to Miracle hereunder or under any invoice. The invalidity of any portion of this Quote shall not affect the force and effect of the
remaining valid portions hereof.
9. Entire Agreement; Amendment; Binding Nature. This fully-executed Quote, as supplemented by Change Orders and invoices containing
exact amounts of estimates provided herein, constitutes the complete and exclusive agreement between the parties. A Change Order is a written
instrument signed by the Customer and Miracle stating their agreement as to any amendment in the terms of this Quote. Customer acknowledges that
Change Orders may result in delays and additional costs. The parties agree that all Change Orders shall include appropriate adjustments in price and
time frames relating to any requested amendments. Upon full execution, this Quote shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties and
their successors and assigns.
10. Counterparts; Electronic Transmission. This Quote, any invoice, and any other agreement between the parties, may be executed in
counterparts, each of which shall constitute an original. The facsimile or other electronic transmission of any signed original document and
retransmission of any signed facsimile or other electronic transmission shall be the same as the transmission of an original. At the request of either
party, the parties will confirm facsimile or other electronically transmitted signatures by signing an original document.

Rev E 021815
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Division of Public Works
Administration Department

Board of Public Works Meeting of July 28, 2022
Personnel
Agenda
A. Motion (tabled from 6/16/22 BPW Meeting): To accept the resignation of Mr.
Thomas C. Lacroix of Merrimack, NH, Staff Engineer, in the Engineering
Department, effective June 3, 2022.
B. Motion (tabled from 6/16/22 BPW Meeting): To accept the resignation of Mr. John
Lucinskas of Windham, NH, Electrical Diagnostics Technician at the Wastewater
Treatment Facility, effective May 25, 2022.
C. Motion: To accept the retirement of Kathleen Carragan, Contracts Administrator,
effective July 18, 2022.
D. Motion: To accept the retirement of John Stewart, Fleet Manager, effective July 18,
2022.
E. Motion: To accept the resignation of Dustin Borgeson, Mechanic I, effective July 21,
2022.
F. Motion (tabled from 6/16/22 BPW Meeting): To approve and unseal the nonpublic
minutes for Personnel from the Board of Public Works Meeting of May 25, 2022.
G. Motion: To approve and unseal the nonpublic minutes for Personnel from the Board
of Public Works Meeting of April 28, 2022.
H. Motion: To approve and unseal the nonpublic minutes for Personnel from the Board
of Public Works Meeting of June 16, 2022.
I. Non-Public Session - Pursuant to RSA 91-A:3, II(b) The hiring of any person as a
public employee

9 Riverside Street • Nashua, New Hampshire 03062 • Phone (603) 589-3120 • Fax (603) 589-3169

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: June 16, 2022

From:

Daniel Hudson, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

Resignation of Thomas C. Lacroix

A. Motion:

To accept the resignation of Mr. Thomas C. Lacroix of Merrimack, NH, Staff
Engineer in the Engineering Department, effective June 3, 2022.

Attachments: Resignation Letter and Letter of Acceptance
Discussion:

On May 20, 2022 Mr. Lacroix gave notice of his resignation, effective June 3,
2022.

May

20th,

2022

Mr. Dan Hudson
City Engineer
City of Nashua, Division of Public Works
Engineering Department
Dear Dan,
Please accept this letter as formal notice of my resignation from my position as Staff Engineer with the
City of Nashua. My last day of employment will be June 3, 2022.
I appreciate the support and opportunities that you and Amy have given me over the past six years.
While I have enjoyed my time here, I have decided to accept another position to further my professional
growth and development.
Please know that I plan to do everything possible to wrap up my responsibilities and help with
any transition.
Thank you again for the opportunities you have given me. I wish you and the City of Nashua all the best.

Sincerely,

Tom Lacroix

Cc: Amy Gil

HE CITY OF NASHUA

'The Gate City

Division oj Public Works
E/i_^i//eeri//g Dcpaiimenl

May 23, 2022

Mr. Thomas Lacroix
Merrimack, NH 03054
Re:

Acceptance of Resignation

Dear Tom:
I am in receipt of your resignation letter dated May 20,2022 and regretfully accept your resignation
from the Staff Engineer position. I understand your last day in the ofUce will be June 3, 2022.
We thank you for your nearly 6-year service to the City of Mashua, and wish you the best in your
future endeavors!

'///
U

'1
Ijli

n^niel -ludson. P.E.
City Engineer
Cc:

Lisa Fauteux, Director of Public Works
Human Resources

9 Riverside Street ● Nashua, New Hampshire 03062 * Phone (603) 589-3120 ● Fax (603) 589-3169

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: June 16, 2022

From:

David Boucher, Superintendent
Wastewater Department

Re:

Resignation of John Lucinskas

B. Motion:

To accept the resignation of Mr. John Lucinskas of Windham, NH, Electrical
Diagnostics Technician at the Wastewater Treatment Facility, effective May 25,
2022.

Attachments: Resignation Letter and Letter of Acceptance
Discussion:

On May 24, 2022 Mr. Lucinskas gave notice of his resignation, effective May 25,
2022. We wish him well on his future endeavors.

..ohn Lucinskas

·

Nindham. NH 03087
May 23,202:
Nashua Waste Water Treatment Facility
2 Sawmill Road
Nashua. NH 03060
To whom it may concern:
Please accept this letter as formal notice that I am resigning from the position of Electrical
Diagnostic Technician, for personal reasons. My last day of employment will be May 25, 2022.
John Lucinskas

;&�··

THE CITY OF NASHUA

~The Gate City

Wastewater Treatment Fadli/v
Department ofPublic Works

May 24, 2022

John Lucinskas
Windham, NH 03087

Dear John,

I have received and accept your resignation letter effective May 25, 2022.
We thank you for your service to the City and best wishes on your future
endeavors.

Sincerely,

David L. Boucher
Wastewater Superintendent

2 Sawmill Road

•

Nashua, New Hampshire 03060

•

Phone (603) 589-3560

•

Fax

(ooa)

594-3474

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Lisa Fauteux
Administration Department

Re:

Kathleen Carragan Retirement

C. Motion:

To accept the retirement of Kathleen Carragan, Contracts Administrator, effective
July 18, 2022.

Attachments: Retirement Letter & Acceptance Letter
Discussion:

Ms. Carragan has worked for the Division of Public Works since April 2001. She
has been an asset to the City and we wish her the best of luck on her retirement
and in her future endeavors.

• THE CITY OF NASHUA

"The Gate City"

Division ofPublic Works

July 5, 2022

Kathleen Carragan
Nashua, NH 03063
Dear Kathie,
Congratulations on your retirement and thank you for your many years of service to the City of Nashua.
Please accept this letter as acknowledgement of receipt and acceptance of your letter of retirement
effective July 18, 2022. The Division of Public Works appreciates your efforts for over twenty years of
keeping the contract process running smoothly.
We wish you all the best for a relaxing and enjoyable retirement!
Best Wishes,

7
M.,tJtJ-n__

Carolyn O'Conn"'J
Senior Manager DPW Finance & Administration

9 Riverside Street• Nashua, New Hampshire 03062 • Phone (603) 589-3140 • Fax (603) 589-3169

Kathleen A. Carragan
Nashua, NH 03063

Date: June 29, 2022

To: Lisa Fauteux, Director - Division of Public Works
Carolyn O'Connor, Senior Manager - DPW Finance & Administration

Lisa and Carolyn,
Please accept this letter as formal notification that I am retiring from my position as DPW
Contract Administrator. My last day will be Monday, July 18, 2022.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the City of Nashua, and specifically the Division of
Public Works, for the last 22 years of continuous employment. I'm incredibly grateful for the
many opportunities that I have been afforded and for the many wonderful people I have meet
over the years.
Wishing the City of Nashua and the Division of Public Works continued success.
Sincerely,

Kathleen Carragan

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Jon Ibarra, Superintendent
Street Department

Re:

John Stewart Retirement

D. Motion:

To accept the retirement of John Stewart, Fleet Manager, effective July 18, 2022.

Attachments: Retirement Letter & Acceptance Letter
Discussion:

Mr. Stewart has worked for the Division of Public Works since July 1, 2012. He
has been an asset to the City and we wish him the best of luck on his retirement
and in his future endeavors.

City of Nashua

Board of Public Works Retirement System
229 Main Street

Nashua, NH 03060

Treasurers Office (603) 589-3194
Human Resources (603) 589-3230
Treasurers Office Fax (603) 589-3228

**FOR SERVICE RETIREMENT OR RESIGNATION USE ONLY**
Name:

_(2> \,_"'--

��r1

Address:

Date:
Note: To avoid delays in processing your request, your retirement date must be at least 45 calendar
days from today's date.
Please accept this letter as the fo1mal notification ofmy�r resignation (Please circle one) from
the City of Nashua. My last day of employment will be

::S0 \
'/

/

6; @DJ?.,
(Date)

I understand I must submit this letter to the Department Superintendent and the Human Resources
Department. Additionally, I understand I must contact the Pension Administration fum Hooker and
Holcombe at 1 866-495-3548 to file for retirement benefits or I can begin the process through the portal

f-

found at www.pensionedge.com. Ifl have any questions about this process, I may call the Office of Human
Resources department or the Treasurer's Office at the phone numbers listed above.

(Initial)

Sincere y,

Accepted by:

�-•=I°' Dioisioo of Pob& Wocks
Director of Human Resources, or desi gnee

BPW Retirement Form, Revised 09/23/2019

THE CITY OF NASHUA

''The Gate City"

Division ofPublic U7orks
Stree! Department

May 23, 2022
Mr. John Stewart
Merrimack, NH 03054
Dear John,
I have received and accept you resignation and desire to retire effective July 18, 2022. We thank
you for your service to the City of Nashua and best wishes on your future endeavors. I appreciate
all your hard work and effort into contributing to the division as much as you have, as the Fleet
Manager.
Once again, congratulations on behalf of the Street Department, on a well-deserved retirement
and we wish you all the best.
Sincerely,

Jon Ibarra
Street Superintendent

9 Stadium Drive • Nashua, New Hampshire 03062 • Phone (603) 589-4750 • Fax (603)
594-3396

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: July 28, 2022

From:

Jon Ibarra, Superintendent
Street Department

Re:

Resignation of Dustin Borgeson

E. Motion:

To accept the resignation of Dustin Borgeson, Mechanic I, effective July 21,
2022.

Attachments: Resignation Letter & Acceptance Letter
Discussion:

Mr. Borgeson has worked for the Division of Public Works since December 13,
2021. He has been an asset to the City and we wish him the best of luck in his
future endeavors.

THE CITY OF NASHUA
Division ofPublic II7orks

"The Gate City"

Stree! Department

July 5, 2022
Dustin Borgeson
Troy, NH 03465
Dear Dustin,
I have received and accept your letter of resignation from the position of Mechanic I, dated on
July 5 2022, to be effective July 21, 2022.
Best ofluck in your future endeavors.
Best Wishes

Y

Jon Ibarra ·-. ..J
/
i/

9 Stadium Drive• Nashua, New Hampshire 03062 • Phone (603) 589-4750 • Fax (603)
594-3396

July 19, 2022
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CITY OF NASHUA
REPORT OF DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFERS
FISCAL YEAR 2022

DATE

ACCT UNIT

ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

FROM

TO

DEPARTMENT 160 - PW-ADMIN & ENGINEERING
04

DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFER

TRANSFER # 306

ADM ENG ELECTRICITY

06/29/2022

60.1.500

54100

ELECTRICITY

06/29/2022

60.1.665

55307

MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENTS

1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

TRANSFER # 311

1,000.00

water

07/01/2022

60.1.500

54141

WATER

07/01/2022

60.1.665

61107

CLOTHING & UNIFORMS

TOTAL FOR ADJUSTMENT CODE 04 - DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFER

TOTAL FOR DEPARTMENT 160 - PW-ADMIN & ENGINEERING

750.00
750.00
750.00

750.00

$1,750.00

$1,750.00

$1,750.00

$1,750.00

July 19, 2022
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CITY OF NASHUA
REPORT OF DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFERS
FISCAL YEAR 2022

DATE

ACCT UNIT

ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

FROM

TO

DEPARTMENT 161 - STREETS
04

DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFER

TRANSFER # 312

STREETS WATER

07/01/2022

61.1.670

54141

WATER

07/01/2022

61.1.670

55699

OTHER CONTRACTED SERVICES

750.00
750.00
750.00

TRANSFER # 318
07/11/2022

61.1.670

52300

BENEFITS

07/11/2022

61.1.670

54114

HEATING GAS

5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00

TRANSFER # 325

750.00

STREETS HEATING GAS

5,000.00

STREETS ELECTRICITY HEATING

07/13/2022

61.1.670

52300

BENEFITS

07/13/2022

61.1.670

54114

HEATING GAS

07/13/2022

61.1.670

54141

WATER

TOTAL FOR ADJUSTMENT CODE 04 - DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFER

TOTAL FOR DEPARTMENT 161 - STREETS

30,000.00
20,000.00
10,000.00
30,000.00

30,000.00

$35,750.00

$35,750.00

$35,750.00

$35,750.00

July 19, 2022
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CITY OF NASHUA
REPORT OF DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFERS
FISCAL YEAR 2022

DATE

ACCT UNIT

ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

FROM

TO

DEPARTMENT 168 - SOLID WASTE
04

DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFER

TRANSFER # 289

PIPING & PARTS

06/14/2022

68.6000.695

55699

OTHER CONTRACTED SERVICES

06/14/2022

68.6000.692

61560

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00

TRANSFER # 310

50,000.00

ENG SERVICE

07/01/2022

68.6000.695

55699

OTHER CONTRACTED SERVICES

07/01/2022

68.6000.692

53107

ARCHITECT & ENGINEERING SERVICES

TOTAL FOR ADJUSTMENT CODE 04 - DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFER

TOTAL FOR DEPARTMENT 168 - SOLID WASTE

5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00

5,000.00

$55,000.00

$55,000.00

$55,000.00

$55,000.00

July 19, 2022
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CITY OF NASHUA
REPORT OF DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFERS
FISCAL YEAR 2022

DATE

ACCT UNIT

ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

FROM

TO

DEPARTMENT 169 - WASTEWATER
04

DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFER

TRANSFER # 270

CMOM DEBT SVC

06/01/2022

69.6200.900

75100

PRINCIPAL

06/01/2022

69.6200.670

81200

BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS

50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00

TRANSFER # 275
06/03/2022

69.6200.670

81200

BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS

06/03/2022

69.6200.900

75200

INTEREST

51,000.00
51,000.00
51,000.00

TRANSFER # 287

51,000.00

OTHER CONTACTED SVC

06/14/2022

69.6200.540

55699

OTHER CONTRACTED SERVICES

06/14/2022

69.6200.670

53107

ARCHITECT & ENGINEERING SERVICES

10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00

TRANSFER # 305

50,000.00

DEBT SVC SRF LOAN

10,000.00

CHEMICALS

06/27/2022

69.6200.670

81200

BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS

06/27/2022

69.6200.670

61156

CHEMICALS

TOTAL FOR ADJUSTMENT CODE 04 - DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFER

TOTAL FOR DEPARTMENT 169 - WASTEWATER

40,000.00
40,000.00
40,000.00

40,000.00

$151,000.00

$151,000.00

$151,000.00

$151,000.00

July 19, 2022
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CITY OF NASHUA
REPORT OF DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFERS
FISCAL YEAR 2022

DATE

ACCT UNIT

ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

FROM

TO

DEPARTMENT 177 - PARKS & RECREATION
04

DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFER

TRANSFER # 271

VEHICLE PARTS OVER

06/02/2022

77.1.690

61799

VEHICLE PARTS & SUPPLIES

06/02/2022

77.1.650

54141

WATER

5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00

TRANSFER # 284
06/09/2022

77.1.650

53999

OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

06/09/2022

77.1.650

61299

MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES

2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00

TRANSFER # 288

77.1.655

55654

CONCERTS

06/14/2022

77.1.690

61799

VEHICLE PARTS & SUPPLIES

5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00

77.1.650

54100

ELECTRICITY

07/06/2022

77.1.650

52300

BENEFITS

10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00

77.1.650

52300

BENEFITS

07/07/2022

77.1.650

54100

ELECTRICITY

3,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00

77.1.720.8192

54100

ELECTRICITY

07/11/2022

77.1.650

52300

BENEFITS

5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00

5,000.00

PARKS & REC

07/13/2022

77.1.655

52300

BENEFITS

07/13/2022

77.1.650

54100

ELECTRICITY

5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00

TRANSFER # 328

3,000.00

PARKS ELECTRICITY

07/11/2022

TRANSFER # 326

10,000.00

ELECTRICITY

07/07/2022

TRANSFER # 319

5,000.00

ELECTRICITY

07/06/2022

TRANSFER # 316

2,000.00

VEHICLE PARTS & SUPPLIES

06/14/2022

TRANSFER # 315

5,000.00

MISC SUPPLIES OVER BUDGET

5,000.00

PARKS & REC 61

07/13/2022

77.1.500

55118

TELEPHONE-CELLULAR

07/13/2022

77.1.650

61300

FUEL, UNLEADED

TOTAL FOR ADJUSTMENT CODE 04 - DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET TRANSFER

TOTAL FOR DEPARTMENT 177 - PARKS & RECREATION

1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

1,000.00

$36,000.00

$36,000.00

$36,000.00

$36,000.00

Board of Public Works Meeting of July 28, 2022
Department Report
Engineering Department
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

2021 Sewer Rehabilitation (Lining). Green Mountain Pipeline Services has suspended
CCTV inspections and lining of sewer pipes for this contract due to the impending expiration
of their contract. The Engineering Department will assign the remaining work to Kenyon
Pipeline Inspection under the 2022 contract.
2022 Sewer Rehabilitation (Lining). The 2022 sewer pipe assessment and lining work
contract has been awarded to Kenyon Pipeline Inspection of Queensbury, NY. Field work is
expected to begin in August and includes the lining of previously identified pipes in poor
condition, and CCTV of additional sewer and drain pipes, particularly on streets scheduled for
paving in 2023.
2022 Sewer Replacement Project. Recent work by SUR Construction West includes sewer
main replacement on Fairview Ave and Daniel Webster Highway northbound near Pike Street.
A change order is proposed to allow additional repairs of defects discovered through ongoing
CCTV inspection work.
Capacity, Management, Operation and Maintenance (CMOM) Phase 2. Scheduling of
CCTV inspection is continuing. Flow monitoring in the area of Water, Factory and Walnut
Streets is being proposed to possibly separate a large area served by separate storm drains.
Siphons Rehabilitation Design. Bids were received on July 14th for this project to line 14 of
22 barrels at 7 of the 8 siphon locations and contract award to Insituform is pending. A contract
for Hazen to provide Construction Administration for this project will be brought to the August
BPW meeting.
MS4 Stormwater Permit. Staff attended a Stormwater Coalition meeting on July 14th to
discuss upcoming requirements of the permit. Dry weather outfall screening has started, with
about 70 outfalls being investigated this summer for illicit discharges. Site visits to City
properties identified as possibly having the potential for runoff carrying high pollutant loading
based on their amount of impervious surfaces are being completed to determine if stormwater
treatment is available on site. Recommendations for treatment, if needed, will be made at these
locations.
2021 Paving Program Arterial, Collector, and Residential Roadways. Sunshine Paving has
resumed work on the 2021 carryover roadways. Currently 8 of the 14 carryover roadways have
been completed. Work consists of milling, structures adjustment, ADA curb ramps
reconstruction, and paving.
2022 Paving Program. Sunshine paving is continuing work on roadways in the 2022 contract.
Currently 39 of the 65 roadways have been completed and 2 roads are under construction.
Work consists of milling, structures adjustment, ADA curb ramps reconstruction, and paving.
2022 Pavement Preservation Program. Indus has completed crack sealing on 72 streets
totaling 16.5 miles this season. Fog sealing is Fog sealing is anticipated to begin at the end of
July.
FHWA – EDC-5 Grant. Nashua was selected as a sub-recipient of an AID Demonstration
grant for the implementation of the Safe Transportation for Every Pedestrian (STEP) Program

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Implementation Project intended on improving pedestrian safety and connectivity in the greater
downtown area. The project is currently in the engineering study phase.
Veterans and Taylor Falls Bridges Rehabilitation. Construction documents prepared by
engineering firm DuBois & King detailing planned bridge repairs are in the process of final
review. This project is being completed jointly with the Town of Hudson, with planned
rehabilitation of the Veterans Bridge and the Taylor Falls Bridge in consecutive years. Bidding
is on hold pending allocation of construction funding.
Canal Street Bridge Repairs. This project includes repairs to the concrete substructure and
minor repairs on the bridge barrier, and has been awarded to New England Infrastructure, Inc.
of Hudson, MA. A pre-construction meeting was held on June 15th and a Notice to Proceed
was issued for work to commence the following day. Work has started on the abutment and
bridge barrier. Change Order No. 1 was approved administratively for sidewalk repairs and
additional dewatering. Change Order No. 2 is proposed to address additional concrete repairs.
East Hollis Street and Bridge Street Reconfiguration. The Engineering Department is
working with Economic Development, consultant McFarland-Johnson and NHDOT in
progressing this project from conceptual phase to final design phase. Recent test pits revealed
the presence of asbestos in the project area. Design is on hold while consultants conduct
additional material testing to ascertain the extent of historic asbestos fill and assess potential
cost and schedule implications.
Heritage Rail Trail East Project. The Engineering Department is working with the
Community Development Division on the advancement of this pedestrian and bicycle trail
project. It will be similar to the trail along West Hollis Street, west of Main Street. The project
is currently in design by consultant CMA Engineers.
Main Street Base Plan. Engineering is completing historic research, field review, and utilities
coordination in an effort to develop a comprehensive base plan to support future projects on
the Main Street corridor including the recent emergency sewer replacement at Park Street.
CCTV inspections of the 1869 brick sewers are being reviewed. The 1860 granite block culvert
has been located in places on the east side of the Main Street bridge as well as locating existing
storm drain outlets to Nashua River (northern side of bridge).
Factory Street Complete Street Plan. Engineering is developing a complete street plan with
ADA compliant sidewalks, new curb, and improved road drainage. Consultant HaynerSwanson has been retained to investigate separation of sanitary sewer and storm drain.
Sidewalk Curb Ramps Replacement Project. Bids for this contract closed on April 6th with
William P. Davis Excavation LLC the sole bidder. Scope of work includes ADA curb ramp
improvements on East Dunstable Road and Manchester Street in advance of planned paving.
Nashua Levee. Consultant Hazen is investigating the current use of the pump station and the
emergency overflow storage basin, as conditions have significantly changed since the original
levee design and construction. A hydraulic analysis using the existing interceptor and wet
weather inline storage systems will be completed in an effort to demonstrate that
decommissioning of these facilities is feasible. A draft summary of findings memo is being
prepared.
Merrimack River Streamgage. Staff from the National Weather Service (NWS) met with
City staff to discuss the importance of the streamgage, installed by the US Geological Survey
(USGS) under contract with the City, and its benefit to the Merrimack River Valley in
forecasting flooding events. The NWS also discussed services they could provide regarding
flooding analysis and potentially adding a future streamgage on the Nashua River.

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•
•
•

Atherton Ave Park (Soccer Fields Project). Engineering is assisting the Street Department
and Parks & Recreation Department during construction of a parking lot, basketball court, and
two small soccer fields at the park to replace the existing baseball and softball fields scheduled
for this summer/fall. The Solid Waste Department will also assist with asbestos identification
and monitoring if encountered.
Mine Falls Pedestrian Bridge at Nashua High School South. Engineering is providing the
Street Department with survey layout for construction of the crane pad and bridge abutments
for the temporary pedestrian bridge tentatively scheduled to be installed by bridge contactor
Beck & Bellucci the first week in July.
Main Street Gridsmart Cameras. Electric Light installed new overhead Gridsmart cameras
along Main Street at Amherst Street, Franklin Street, Factory Street, Prospect Street, Otterson
Street, and Lake Street the week of July 10th. Main Street now has Gridsmart cameras at all
signalized intersections between Lake Street and Amherst Street.
Memorial for Officer Graziano. Public Works is working with the Police Department on
adding a sign in memory of Officer Edward “Rocky” Graziano at the South Main Street
roundabout.
No Parking on East Dunstable Road. Engineering assisted the Legal Department with
Language to restrict parking on East Dunstable Road on the east side from a point 410 feet
west of Spit Brook Road (adjacent to Roby Park) to the Dunstable Massachusetts town line.
3 Cotton Road, Pressed Café. Public Works added some signage and pavement markings to
discourage the patrons of the Pressed Café from blocking the driveways along Cotton Road.
There have been complaints from the businesses (including Eversource) along Cotton Road
about difficulties entering and exiting Cotton Road particularly during peak traffic flows.
Pressed Café is also in the process of hiring a traffic consultant to review other ways of
improving traffic flow on site.
Private Development. Reviews include newly submitted or resubmitted plans for: 420 South
Main St (Rivier Village Housing - Phase 1), 591 West Hollis St Site Plan, Gateway Hills
(Spindlewick Dr) Conservation Subdivision, 7 Westbrook Dr Lot Line Adjustment, 25 Hunt
St subdivision, 77 Caldwell Rd subdivision, 145 to 149 Temple St redevelopment, 607
Amherst St Site Plan, 6 Northwest Boulevard Site Plan, 1 Redmond St Site Plan, 15 Bartlett
Ave Subdivision and 17 Bartlett Ave Subdivision.
Survey Work. Recent survey work includes: survey of 66 Manchester Street for a drainage
issue, Eldorado Circle for the paving program, 217 West Hollis for a sidewalk easement,
Survey of the trail system and proposed Disc golf course at Roby Park and sidewalk inspection
for the SADES program.
Sewer Service Backups. The following locations reported sewer backups and investigations
and/or assistance was provided: 54 Forest Park Dr, 36 Blossom St, 44 and 48 Farmington Rd,
11 and 15 Factory St, and 100 Harris Rd, 3 Denton St & 222 Harris Rd, 4 Columbine & 146
Main St, 3 Denton St, 70 Linwood St, 8 Blanchard St and 47 Pike St.
Street Opening Permits. Engineering issued a total of 147 Street Opening Permits during
June 2022.
Encumbrance Permits. Engineering issued a total of 15 Encumbrance Permits during June
2022.
Sewer Permits. Engineering issued three Sewer Permits during June 2022.

Parks & Recreation Department
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Holman Stadium. The Silver Knights season has reached the half way point. Attendance is
doing well and the team hopefully with a late season push will be heading to the playoffs in
August.
Stellos Stadium. The summer camp season has gone well. The Spartans Drum and Bugle
Corp held their annual show on July 24th. Football practice will be underway in mid-August
for the three high schools. The field had a g-max test done which revealed the field has a
high rating, which means the surface is compacted and hard. On July 22nd the field is
scheduled to be worked on by New England Turf Management. They will perform a service
that keeps the turf from becoming compacted, while rejuvenating and cleaning the playing
surface this revives and restores the field for safe play.
Summerfun. The 2022 season more than half over. The Fairytale Festival is scheduled for
July 30th at Greeley Park. Gate City Brewfest will take place August 20th.The Wheels and
Wings event is scheduled for September17th at the airport.
Babe Ruth Baseball and Softball. The season has wrapped up for the year. The interleague
play with Hollis, Merrimack and Milford went well. We have a goal of working on a
marketing plan to increase participation for the leagues.
Summer Camps. Summer camps are running with many sold out. Camp registrations can be
done on line through the website and our Rec Desk scheduling software.
Downtown. The department continues to maintain the beds downtown. The annuals and
perennials are doing well. We will be scheduling some new tree plantings for the upcoming
fall.
Greeley Park. The park is being used every day. The wading pool has been down for the
past three weeks. This pool is undergoing some rehabilitation currently to the floor of the
pool which had started leaking profusely with cracks on the floor that where sharp and
hazardous.
Projects. We are looking to start work at the following locations;
 Field groves basketball court will be re-paved with new basketball hoops
installed as well.
 Atherton field renovation is moving forward and should start shortly. The Parks
and Streets department in a joint effort will be handling this project.
 Playground inspections are ongoing with any issues that arise being addressed.
 A new dock at Sandy Pond
Central Irrigation. The installation of master valves, flow meters and clock upgrades should start

the week of July 18th.. This will take place at Roby Park, Lyons Field, Shady Lane, Charlotte Ave,
Holman Stadium, Artillery Lane, North Common and Murray Field, with communication upgrades
taking place at Lincoln Park, Haines Park, Mine Falls, and Ledge Park that where installed in 2018 as
part of phase one.

Irrigation. All of our meters are in and the systems have been turned on now that we have
received a taste of summer. Water usage is higher than normal with the drought and warmer
temperatures we have been experiencing.
Pools. The pools are running well and swimming lessons are full. We have started working
on the specifications for the rehabilitation of the Crown Hill pool. Pool hours are posted on
our website.

•

•
•

4th of July. Fourth of July activities began at Holman Stadium at 11:00am with the Silver
Knights baseball game. The Slackas performed at 5:30pm followed by a performance by the
Spartans. The Nashua Lions Holman Stadium Hall of Fame induction ceremony saw three
new members added to the hall. The fireworks display was well done and the department
received many compliments about the show.
Fall Sports Season. The Department has been doing field maintenance on our facilities to
have things ready for the fall season which starts in late August. Seeding, aeration, fertilizing
has been ongoing.
Mine Falls Park- The biannual treatment of the Mill Pond and Canal for invasive weeds will
take place on July 22th August 11th & 29th. Results from the treatment are usually noticed in
10-14 days.

Wastewater Department
•

•

•

•

Operations: The Operations department continues daily operations of the facility as well as
monthly inspections and checks maintaining proper operation of the facility. Operations took
all 3 secondary clarifiers off line individually for cleaning and inspection. We also undertook
a full cleaning of the facilities wet well. Screw Press #1 was taken offline by operations and
cleaned while Screw Press #3 was returned to service.
Maintenance: Maintenance have continued preventative maintenance at the treatment plant
and the 13 outlying pump stations. The maintenance crew along with the help of the
collections crew and city electrician resolved ongoing pump problems at Santerre pump
station. This station is currently undergoing an upgrade. The electrician and maintenance
crew installed one of the Raw water pumps for the wet weather facility that was out for
repair. Maintenance have completed preventative maintenance on screw press #3 and are
moving onto #2. Maintenance have also installed a new dock ramp that will greatly improve
staff safety.
Collections: The collection crews have completed all monthly checks of our CSO’s and
siphon stations, as well as assisting Maintenance in pump station inspections. Collections
cleaned all pump station wet wells. We continue to maintain major culverts in the cit. Sewer
lines on Amherst and DW that are high grease areas were cleaned this month. CCTV
inspections was performed in the Santerre and Pennichuck St. area, these pipes are over 60
years old.
Laboratory: The Laboratory continues daily analyses for permit compliance and process
control. The monthly QC checks for June have been completed; results are acceptable and on
file. On June 17th NHDES conducted the annual full scan SQC sampling; partial results have
been received. On June 23st NHDES was at the wastewater facility and in laboratory to conduct
to their annual onsite audit. The Process Chemist participated in presenting the laboratory’s
involvement in wastewater at his first DPW day event. The summer intern has completed his
training, passed his IDC’s and working independently processing samples. Results for the
Whole Effluent Toxicity Test conducted on June 7th are acceptable. The Analytical Chemist
will have to repeat the total suspended solids analysis from the annual ERA proficiency test
due to unacceptable results. The laboratory continues to processing COD samples on Tuesday
to help maintain process control. The Process Chemist also continues to hand calculate the
daily raw influent flow using the pie chart from the Partlow recorder MRC. TSS analysis

•

•

•
•

•

continues to be conduct on the north and south gravity thickener overflows on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.
Energy Recovery Upgrades: The Energy Recovery generators continue to run reliably which
lowers the electrical energy needed from the grid. There are several items remaining on a final
punch list for contractor Methuen needs to address. We are working with them to complete
these items and finalize the construction work. The 3-year generator maintenance contract with
Milton CAT is now underway.
Phase II Pump Station Upgrades: Contractor DeFelice continues work at pump stations at
Santerre and Blackstone. They have completed installation of the pump station wet well and
control panel at Maurice and Spalding. DeFelice has started work at Northgate pump station
including installation of a concrete pad and wall for the new emergency generator.
Door Upgrades Project 2021: Dube’s General Contracting has completed the scheduled work
on the door upgrades throughout the wastewater plant. Plant staff will examine all doors at the
plant to determine if there are other repairs needed since the last door evaluation.
Primary and Secondary Digester Coating: This project involves the recoating the primary
and secondary digester, and corroded areas in the center stairwell between the 2 structures.
Contractor John W. Egan Company has repaired damaged foam on the digester, and removed
rust in the stairwell, bridges to tanks and secondary digester. They have primed painted all
areas where rust has been removed and have restore concrete on the secondary digester
foundation wall. They are currently applying coatings to the primary digester.
Dry Well Piping and Valve Replacement: Wright Pierce is working on the preliminary
design for this project which involves replacement of valves and piping in the dry well and
some gates in the wet well of the headwork’s of the plant. They have completed several reports
for evaluation on how to proceed with the construction. A Preliminary Design report has been
developed that Wastewater Department staff is currently reviewing. The preliminary design of
this project should be complete by August before moving onto the final design phase.

Street Department
•

•

•

•

Street Department completed tasks
o 10 catch basin repairs.
o 45 pothole repairs
o 23 berms
o 2 curb repairs
o 2 manhole repairs
o 2 sidewalk repairs
o 13 sinkhole repairs
Asphalt Repairs
o Street department crews continue to fill pot holes city wide as the weather permits.
o Mill and fill is ongoing, to date crews have worked on Indian Rock, Temple St. and
Townsend West.
Traffic
o 2 traffic signal problems were responded to and fixed.
o Numerous electrical issues involving street lights have been addressed.
o Crosswalk striping is ongoing citywide.
Fleet

•

o Preventative maintenance and repair of the fleet is ongoing daily.
o Solid Waste equipment and vehicles are repaired daily.
o Streets equipment is repaired and serviced as needed daily.
o Parks mowers are coming in for mower blade sharpening.
o Vehicle parts are getting difficult to find and procure.
o NH State Inspection for 2023 has started and due to finish in September.
o (2) Open mechanic 1 positions using vendors as needed.
Weld shop
o An outside vendor has been helping with welding on urgent repairs.
o Mechanics are filling in for the open welder position as needed on smaller repairs.

Solid Waste Department
•

Solid Waste Department:
o A group of students from Nashua Community College studying Environmental
Science was given a tour of the Four Hills Landfill and Nashua Recycling Center
in June.
o 220 bulk item pickup and 181 metal pickup stops were completed in June.

•

Recyclables Shipped in June 2022:
o 407 tons of single stream recycled materials.
o 17 tons of E-waste.
o 6 tons textiles and books.
o 71 tons of scrap metal.
o 850 gallons of used motor oil.
o 4 tons of lead acid batteries.
o 9 tons of scrap tires.
o 417 appliances evacuated of CFC’s.
o 2 boxes of rechargeable batteries.
o The charge for single stream recycling for June is $1.46/ ton.

•

Recycling Bins & Carts:
o 46 Recycling carts were sold in June.
o 16 Recycling bins were given to 8 residents including 3 new residents.
o 23 Trash carts distributed or replaced.
o 25 Trash carts repaired.

•

Permits Sold for 2022:
o 13467 Residential Permits.
o 673 Commercial Permits.

•

Curbside Collection:
o 2030 tons of MSW.
o 365 tons of Recycling.
o 487 tons of Soft Yard Waste.

